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ABSTRACT

Design and Evaluation of LED-Fishing 
Lamp based on the Analysis of 

Biological Responses of 
Common Squids 

Hakgeun Jeong

School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Seoul National University

Conventional approaches for the fishing of common squid are based on the 

use of high brilliance light sources to stimulate responses. leading to the 

capture of common squid in a working area. Various fishing lamps are used 

as the light sources such as an incandescent lamp illuminator, a halogen 

lamp, and a metal halide lamp. Among these different types of lamps, metal 

halide lamps are most widely used for common squid fishing due to their 

high luminous flux per unit electric power consumption. However, the metal 

halide fishing lamp has a low utilization efficiency of light despite its high 

output luminous flux. Most light from the metal halide fishing lamp is 
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emitted into the air, and only 8% of the total illumination reaches the 

surface of the sea. The emission also includes various wavelengths of light, 

such as ultraviolet rays, visible light, and infrared light, but the blue light 

that the common squid can recognize is only ablut 7% of the whole 

spectrum.

As an energy-efficient alternative, an LED fishing lamp is currently used by 

the fishing industry for on-the-spot fishing of common squid. The LED 

fishing lamp can save energy by over 80% compared to the metal halide 

lamp. This enhanced efficiency by the LED can result in the economic use 

of oil and higher profits, thus attracts remarkable attention by the fishing 

industry. However, there are two major problems in the existing approaches 

of LED-based fishing. First, the LED lamp is usually designed only for 

blue-light transmission mode for a deep penetration. However, this approach 

is not based on the complete understanding of biological characteristics of 

common squid, resulting in lower efficiencies than considered. Moreover, in 

contrast to the metal halide fishing lamp, current LED fishing lamps only 

cover a small working area where a sufficient number of common squid 

cannot be trapped.

To address the issues in the LED fishing mentioned above, this study is 

first focused on the investigation of behavioral and retinular responses of a 

common squid. This process will lead us to determine light distribution and 

wavelength of the LED which is optimal for fishing. Furthermore, in order 

to obtain a sufficient and proper fishing environment, we consider systematic 

design of the LED illumination structures. Through on-site biological studies 
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and real fishing test, the effectiveness of the approach in this research is 

verified. From the two biological experiments, we discovered the 

characteristics of a common squid when it is stimulated by the LED lights. 

The red light stimulates the common squids near the surface of sea, while 

blue light does this for those in the deep sea. In addition, the blue light 

can be used to trap common squids in the fishing area. In order to gather a 

large amount of common squids, including those near the surface of the sea 

and far from the fishing ship, a red LED light source needs to be used. 

Then for the fishing of common squids, a blue LED light should be used 

in order to trap a large amount in the fishing area, effectively preventing 

escape from the fishing area.

To address the issues of systematic design of LED illumination, we 

designed an optimum light distribution of our LED fishing lamp based on 

light simulation and the biological characteristics of common squids, leading 

to covering all around a fishing vessel and attracting large amounts of 

common squid existing near the surface of the sea and in the deep sea. 

This coverage enabled a circular shape distribution of light that prevents the 

escape of common squids, enlarge the active working area, and gather large 

amount of common squids. This goal was achieved by flashing the 

combination of blue, red and white LED lights such that it takes a shape 

for providing 180° of light distribution. Based on the results of simulations, 

we fabricated the optimum LED fishing lamp. Its unique structure is a 

quadrant structure divided into two parts of light sources; red/white LEDs 

and blue/white LEDs. And it is installed on the rack for fishing lamp in a 

form of supporting degree of 20.
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Using a prototype of our LED fishing lamp based on an optimal design, we 

performed a pilot test in the East Sea. For the pilot test, a fishing ship 

equipped with LED fishing lamps, the fishing rate of hand fishing obtained 

using an auto jigging machine was 50.8:49.2, while control fishing ships 

using MH fishing lamps achieved a rate of 86.4:13.6. These results show 

that hand fishing is more likely to be used on a MH fishing ship. On the 

other hand, the amount of fish caught using one auto jigging machine of 

am LED shipping ship was either similar to or higher than that caught on a 

MH fishing ship. Despite these results, it is still necessary to work on 

improving the lamp’s performance in order to enhance the fishing capacity 

of a LED fishing lamp. In addition, the results for fuel consumption showed 

that most of the fuel was consumed for sailing purposes. The average 

amount of fuel consumption per fishing hour was 4.9-14.6ℓ, with an average 

of 9.2ℓ. Given that the normal amount of fuel consumption for a metal 

halide fishing ship is about 500ℓ, it can clearly be seen that a significant 

amount of fuel can be saved with the installation of LED fishing lamps.

In conclusion, an analysis of the behavioral and retinular responses of a 

common squid over a range of light intensity levels and wavelengths of 

LED demonstrated the proper wavelength for an LED fishing lamp. We 

were also able to obtain the appropriate light distribution of such a lamp for 

adequate fishing environments. Our optimized LED fishing lamp can be 

employed concurrently for both long and short distances, so that we were 

able to design this lamp for use when gathering and fishing for common 

squid at each stage. Finally, after several attempts at designing an LED 

fishing lamp and then conducting pilot tests with a new prototype, we 
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confirmed that our LED fishing lamp can save up to 50% in fuel expense 

without any reduction in fishing efficiency, as compared to the existing 

metal halide fishing lamp.

Keywords: Light Emitting Diode (LED), Fishing Lamp, Common Squid, 

Behavioral Response, Retinular Response, Light Distribution
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Chapter 1. Fishing Industry of Squids

1.1 Overview

Squid jigging (or fishing) usually utilizes a fishing lamp and a ling fishing 

gut with artificial baits. The general catching methods are automatic 

catching, which uses electric motors, and manual catching, which uses a 

manual roller. The fishing vessels used for squid jigging are not limited in 

terms of size and structure. Squid jigging vessels can be categorized into 

live- and frozen-fish vessels.

The reduction in the catch of common squids due to the decrease in the 

number of common squids in local and foreign fishing grounds has caused 

a reduction in the number of active fishing vessels. Furthermore, this 

reduction in catch has also given rise to the utilization of a light-emitting 

diode (LED) lamp as an energy efficient lamp [1]. In addition, many 

solutions have arisen because of the increase in oil prices [2], such as 

cooperation with trawl boats and simultaneous job of the ship owner as 

captain.

Until now, research on common squid fishing has been individually 

conducted in the fields of common squid characteristics, fishing equipment 

(including fishing lamps), ocean environments, and business status. However, 

we could not obtain a final solution for common squid fishing.
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1.2 Fishing Methods for Squids

The fishing vessel for squid jigging generally reaches the fishing ground 

before sunset and turns on their fishing lamps to fish for common squids. 

The fishing vessels used on coastal seas vary from 30 tons to 50 tons. 

Recently, large fishing vessels with a total of 200 tons to 500 tons sail out 

for ocean fishing on the seas near New Zealand or Portland. The fishing 

method employed by these big fishing vessels is to progressively scout for 

fish using a fish finder just before sunset, drop and float their anchors as 

soon as the fishing ground is decided, and maneuver the fishing vessels 

relative to the sea current and wind direction, otherwise rolling occurs 

because of sea waves and wind, causing the caught common squids to drop 

into the sea. The fishing facilities used in common squid fishing vessels are 

the floating anchor, anchor at the front of the vessel, fish finder, and 

fishing lamps. anchors as soon as the fishing ground is decided, and 

maneuver the fishing vessels relative to the sea current and wind direction, 

otherwise rolling occurs because of sea waves and wind, causing the caught 

common squids to drop into the sea. The fishing facilities used in common 

squid fishing vessels are the floating anchor, anchor at the front of the 

vessel, fish finder, and fishing lamps.

The main fishing lamps are incandescent, halogen, and metal halide lamps 

[3, 4]. The main manufacturers are Philips and Samsung. In South Korea, 

the power of a standard fishing lamp is 1.5 kW; however, that in Japan is 

3.0 kW. Since the 1980s, squid jigging using a metal halide fishing lamp 

has increased in popularity. The fishing vessels for squid jigging vary from 
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small vessels under 30 tons to big vessels that catch common squids in the 

ocean. Development of common squid fishing has been realized from the 

increase in the size of vessels that reaches broader fishing grounds [5].

Figure 1-1 History of fishing lamps.

However, the luminous power of fishing lamps has increased according to 

the modernization of fishing vessels; however, no relationship exists between 

the luminous power and the squid catch. On the basis of the 1.5-kW fishing 

lamp, the South Korean government has regulated the amount of fishing 

lamps installed on the fishing vessels since 2005: 67 EA (<100 kW) for 
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vessels under 10 tons, 87 EA (~130 kW) for 10- to 12-ton vessels, and 120 

EA (~180 kW) for 20- to 50-ton vessels [6]. Figure 1-2 shows that the 

fishing lamps set up on the deck of fishing vessels should maintain their 

height from the deck to illuminate the broad sea surface. 

Figure 1-2 Arrangement of fishing lamp on the deck of fishing vessels; 

(a) side view and (b) rear view.

The government’e governmenves are now strict regarding the luminous 

power of fishing lamps used in squid jigging because of the increase in oil 

price; however, the ship owners and crew try to reduce the number of 

fishing lamps, resulting in a decrease in fishing efficiency. Therefore, we 

need an alternative fishing lamp that is energy efficient.

An LED, as a future light source, can be used as a fishing lamp. Research 

on LED fishing lamps has been actively conducted. An LED fishing lamp 
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has some advantages such as its directionality; thus, it can alleviate the 

disadvantage of the metal halide fishing lamp, i.e., light dispersion. In 

addition, an LED fishing lamp requires no ballast stabilizers, and it can 

prevent damage to the skin of the fishing crew. Furthermore, an LED 

fishing lamp can save energy; thus, ship owners and crew can save money 

operating the fishing vessels [7].
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1.3 Business Status of the Squid Fishery Industry

To determine the business status of squid jigging, we investigated the 

navigation status, squid catch, and fixed costs (including the costs of the 

fishing gear, repair, ship insurance, and wages).  The seasons for squid 

jigging are usually from May to December and extend to February of the 

next year.

The fishing vessels used in the survey of the business status vary from 10 

tons to 122 tons, and their crew members vary from five to eight. The 

annual days of operation are from 210 days to 275 days; thus, we can 

expect that the fishing vessels much.

Table 1-1 indicates that fishing vessel A is a big vessel with refrigeration 

facilities, and fishing vessels B, C, D, are live-fish fishing vessels without 

refrigeration facilities. Fishing vessel E is a small fishing boat with a dual 

license. Thus, fishing vessel A can catch common squids for a long period, 

but the other fishing vessels are unable to catch common squids beyond 4 

to 5 days.
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Ships Tons Crews Working
days

Annual Fuel 
Consumption 

(ℓ)

A 121 8 246 294,600

B 42 5 240 260,341

C 29 7 255 307,870

D 29 6 250 321,207

E 15 5 210 141,160

Engines (HP) Fishing lamps

Main
Engine

Sub
Engine1

Sub 
Engine2

Sub
Engine3

Rated
power
(W)

Fuel
Consumption 

(ℓ)

A 600 510 320 400 217.5 -

B 457 560 236 - 180 102,000

C 608 550 236 - 180 120,320

D 507 420 236 - 180 126,080

E 600 350 190 - 129 -

Table 1-1 Specifications of the objective fishing vessels.

In terms of the productivity of each fishing vessel, fishing vessels B–D 

spend over 90% of the costs compared with the income from fishing 

common squids; thus, they are expected to be difficult to manage. These 

fishing vessels also show that the ratio of direct cost to income from 

fishing common squids is approximately 60%, which is higher than that of 
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fishing vessels A and E. The fuel use of B and D is higher than that of A, 

C, and E, even though the rated power of their main engines is smaller. 

This phenomenon is expected to arise from the frequent vessel entry and 

departure or movement along the fishing ground because of low catch [7].

The main purpose of the investigation of the fuel used by the fishing 

vessels is to compare the fuel use between the metal halide and LED 

fishing lamps for simultaneous navigation and fishing. The fuel consumption 

for navigation in the fishing ground is expected to be the same among the 

fishing vessels with metal halide and those with LED fishing lamps because 

they use the same engines. However, we can expect that the fuel 

consumption for operating the fishing lamps will be quite different.
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                          Ships
  Items A B C D E

Total cost/Fishing income 81.2 92.6 95 99.1 84.2

Direct costs/Fishing income 52.3 62.2 58.3 65.4 47.8

Indirect costs/Fishing income 8.8 6.9 9.7 7.4 4.7

Payment/Fishing income 20 23.4 27 26.3 29.9

Payment/Total costs 24.7 25.3 28.4 26.6 35.5

Fuel cost/Fishing income 29.2 43.8 31.1 38.8 29

Fuel costs/Total costs 36 47.3 32.8 39.1 34.5

Fuel costs/Direct cost 55.8 70.4 53.4 59.3 58.4

Table 1-2 Costs and the amount of fish caught.
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Chapter 2. Light Emitting Diodes (LED)

2.1 Overview of LED

The LED was first reported in 1907 by British scientist H. J. Round, who 

discovered the electroluminescence phenomenon using a crystal of silicon 

carbide [8]. After the discovery, the Russian scientist Oleg Vladimirovich 

invented the first LED in the mid-1920s, and Rubin Braunstein reported 

infrared (IR) emission from gallium arsenide. Through several LED 

discoveries, Shuji Nakamura of Nichia Corporation in Japan demonstrated 

the first blue LED based on InGaN with high brightness and was awarded 

the 2006 Millennium Technology Prize for his invention.

It is necessary to accelerate the development of LEDs (150–200 lm/W) in 

which the energy efficiency can be enhanced twice, rather than focus on 

existing light sources (80–100 lm/W) [9]. This objective is to comply with 

national polices for the substitution of traditional lighting with LED lighting 

by up to 60% by 2020 and to achieve ultra-high efficiency for lighting 

apparatus, which accounts for 20% of the total power consumption, as 

shown in Figure 2-1. Moreover, the development of highly efficient lighting 

apparatus is critical for the preparation of a proper reduction measure to 

comply with the 2002 Kyoto protocol and actively cope with the 

international trend of the weaponization of energy amid high-priced oil.

The LED, known as a revolution in lighting in the 21st century, has been 

applied in various lighting apparatus such as traffic signals because of its 
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unique structural and optical features, despite its low lighting efficiency at 

the early development stage. The significant energy savings achieved by 

LEDs of more than 90% has been proven. Following the rapid development 

of semiconductor technology and the realization of high-intensity and UV 

LEDs, expansion of the LED application are a for general lighting has been 

made possible. In addition, the advent of white LEDs provides a possibility 

for its use as a light source, because its lighting efficiency surpasses that of 

the incandescent lamp. If a semiconductor LED with a high luminance 

efficiency and long life span is used for lighting, a decrease in the energy 

consumption would be realized, which would support a smooth transition 

from a fossil-fuel economy system to a hydrogen economy system [13, 14, 

15].

Figure 2-1 Efficiency trend of various light sources [10, 11, 12].
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2.2 Theory of LED

Basically, an LED is a semiconducting optical device that consists of a p-n 

junction, and it emits light when the electrons and holes combine. When a 

forward bias is applied to the LED electrodes, the electrons in the 

conduction band recombine with the holes in the valence band, as shown in 

Figure 2-2. At this time, the energy difference between the conduction and 

valence bands is converted to light. If the energy difference is Eg, then the 

peak wavelength of light is  the energy difference is Eg, then the peak 

wavelength of ely cope with the internation the semiconducting material and 

the carrier concentrations [16, 17, 18, 19].

Figure 2-2 Theory of light emitting diode.
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2.3 Various LED Lights

LED lights are generally divided into two categories. The first is infrared 

emitting diode (IRED), which is used for IR emitter, TV remote control, 

optical switch, etc. The second is visible light emitting diode, which emits 

visible light such as red, green, yellow, and blue. This visible light emitting 

diode are widely used for traffic signal, electronic display, etc [20].
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2.4 Advantages and disadvantages of LEDs

2.4.1 Advantages of using LEDs

LEDs produce more light per watt than the incandescent bulbs. This 

property is useful in battery-powered or energy-saving devices. LEDs can 

emit light of a desired color without using the color filters required in 

traditional lighting methods, which is more efficient and can lower the 

initial costs. A solid LED package can be designed to focus its light. 

Incandescent and fluorescent sources often require external reflector to 

collect the light and direct it in the desired manner. Furthermore, when 

dimming is required, LEDs do not change their color tint while the current 

that passes through them is reduced, unlike that of the incandescent lamps, 

which turns yellow.

LEDs are ideal for applications that are subject to frequent on-off cycles, 

unlike fluorescent lamps that burn out more quickly when cycled frequently 

or the high-intensity discharge lamps that require a long time before 

restarting. LEDs can be hardly damaged from external shock, as they are 

solid-state components. Fluorescent and incandescent bulbs are easily broken 

if dropped. LEDs can have a relatively long useful life. A Philips LUXEON 

k2 LED has a lifetime of approximately 50,000 h, whereas fluorescent tubes 

are typically rated at approximately 30,000 h, and incandescent light bulbs 

are typically rated at 1,000–2,000 h. LEDs mostly fail by dimming over 

time in contrast to the abrupt burn out of incandescent bulbs. LEDs light up 

very quickly. A typical red indicator LED will achieve full brightness in 
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microseconds. The Philips Lumileds technical datasheet DS23 for the Luxeon 

Star states “less than 100 ns." LEDs used in communication devices have 

even faster response times. LEDs can be very small and are easily installed 

on printed circuit boards, and LEDs do not contain mercury, unlike compact 

fluorescent lamps [21].

2.4.2 Disadvantages of using LEDs

LEDs are currently more expensive in terms of price per lumen on an 

initial capital cost basis than conventional lighting technologies. The 

additional expense partially stems from the relatively low lumen output and 

the drive circuitry and power supplies required. However, when the total 

cost of ownership is considered (including energy and maintenance costs), 

LEDs far surpass incandescent or halogen lamps and threatens the existence 

of compact fluorescent lamps. LED performance largely depends on the 

ambient temperature of the operating environment. Overdriving an LED in 

high ambient temperatures may result in overheating of the LED package, 

eventually leading to device failure. Adequate heat sinking is required to 

achieve a long life. LEDs must be supplied with the correct current, which 

can involve series resistors or current-regulated power supplies. LEDs do not 

approximate a “point source” of light; thus, they cannot be used in 

applications requiring a highly collimated beam. LEDs are not capable of 

providing divergence below a few degrees, in contrast to commercial ruby 

lasers with a divergence of 0.2° or less. However, this shortcoming can be 

corrected using lenses and other optical devices. An increasing concern 
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arises that blue and white LEDs are now capable of exceeding the safe 

limits of the so-called blue-light hazard, as defined in the eye safety 

specifications, for example, ANSI/IESNA RP-27.1-05: Recommended Practice 

for Photobiological Safety for Lamp and Lamp Systems.
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Part I: Biological Response Analysis of Common    

      Squids

Chapter 3. Behavioral Responses of Common Squid

3.1 Introduction to Behavioral Response of Common Squid

Cuttlefish is one of the important fishery resources in the surrounding 

waters of Northeast Asia, such as in Korea, Japan, and China, and a fishing 

lamp is an instrument in a ship for the poles and lines of cuttlefish. The 

poles and lines play an important role in the automatic winding machine, 

which is a major equipment.  The fishing lamp has developed along with 

the history of the light source, from the simple torch to an acetylene torch, 

a glow lamp, a mercury lamp, a florescent light, and a halogen lamp. At 

present, a metal halide lamp is mainly used. An increase in the illuminating 

power of a light source resulted in an increase in the catch; thus, the 

equipment is mounted with reflectors for the light source. However, the cost 

of fishing light-related equipment and fuel increased, which put pressure to 

fisheries management; thus, this problem created illegal cooperative works 

with troll fishermen.

The result of the study on the relationship between the illuminating power 

of a fishing lamp and the catch rate was used for management of the 

illuminating power regulation of small ships in Japan, which is proportional 

up to only 0 kW of illuminating power. 
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Recently, an LED has attracted attention as an environment-friendly light 

source. An LED light source uses less electric power than a conventional 

light source, does not contain mercury, and has a long life. Further, an 

LED light source is used for the fishing of small fish and miniaturized for 

energy savings [22]. Fishing lights taking advantage of the phototaxis 

characteristics of fish has advanced with the application of the LED light 

source technology that replaces the current metal halide lamps used in Japan 

and Korea [23].

The typical pole-and-line of cuttlefish  of a fishing lamp has developed to a 

form where the catching depth becomes deeper according to an increase in 

the illuminating power of the fishing lamps; thus, fuel consumption exceeds 

that of the quantity of the catch. To minimize this large consumption, 

research on the action of cuttlefish in the laboratory and in the field under a 

fishing lamp or moonlight was conducted. Research on the LED light source, 

development and prospect of the LED fishing lamp, and the reaction of 

Todarodes pacificus on LED light by wavelength was also conducted [24].

The present research aims at surveying the behavior patterns of T. pacificus 

on the LED light color in a laboratory to replace the metal halide fishing 

lamp. This research aims to solve the problems on the effect of a water 

tank’s wall and intensity of light stimulation experienced in previous studies 

by surveying and analyzing the change in the gathering rate according to 

object distribution and illumination time inside a water tank relative to the 

location of the light source [25, 26].
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3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Fish and Experimental Tank

The fish used in this experiment was T. pacificus or the so-called Japanese 

flying squid, as shown in Figure 3-1. The Japanese flying squid lives in the 

northern Pacific Ocean, in the sea surrounding Japan, and along the coast of 

Korea up to Russia [27]. 

Figure 3-1 Photo of a Japanese flying squid (Japanese common squid or 

Pacific flying squid in other words).

The flume tank is a rectangular-shaped glass aquarium, with a width of 80 

cm, a length of 560 cm, and a height of 100 cm. It was installed in a dark 

room, as described in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2 Experimental flume tank in a dark room.

The water level in the experimental flume tank was maintained at a height 

of 70 cm, and the flume tank was artificially divided into six sections. 

Figure 3-3 shows the schematic view of the experimental equipment system 

to observe the behavior of the common squids. It consists mainly of a light 

source connected to a power supply, a fish tank as an experimental flume 

tank, and a monitoring camera. The flume tank is connected to a storage 

tank that contained sea water. We utilized a heating/cooling unit (BLS(R)16, 

Crown), a salinometer (30/10FT, YSI), and a marine thermometer (DTM 

920, Tektronix) to maintain the original sea environment. Under dark 

conditions, we maintained the water temperature and salinity at an average 

of 19.6 °C and 33.3‰, respectively.
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Figure 3-3 Schematic diagram of the experimental                 

equipment system in laboratory.

The LED light source in the first experiment was installed at one end of 

the top panel of the aquarium. It was installed at the center in the second 

experiment. In the third experiment, the lighting was balanced to provide a 

contrast at the center of the aquarium to the actual fishing condition as 

close as possible.
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3.2.2 LED light source

The biological response experiments employed four different light sources: 

red, green, blue, and white LED lights. Their spectra in terms of wavelength 

are shown in Figure 3-4. The wavelengths at the center of the lights were 

624, 524, and 460 nm for the red, green, and blue lights, respectively. The 

white LED light outputs a wide light spectrum similar to general lighting. 

Each LED light was installed at the top panel of the experimental flume 

tank, and the installation location was 30 cm above the water surface so 

that the LED light can penetrate uniformly. The intensity of the LED light 

was set at 0.05 lx at 50 cm below the water surface.

Figure 3-4 Spectral distribution of LED lamps.
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3.3 Experimental Protocol for Behavioral Response

To investigate the distribution in each section under dark conditions, the 

experiment utilized 10 squids after a 3-h-long dark adaptation. Then, the 

samples were examined every 1 and 3 min for a total of 30 and 45 min, 

and the examination was repeated 12 times. In the first experiment, 10 

dark-adjusted squids  were investigated and recorded once before turning the 

light on and 15 times every 3 min (a total of 45) after the light was turned 

on. In the second experiment, the samples went through the same steps 

once before the light was turned on and 30 times every minute (30 min in 

total) after the light was turned on. The next experiments were carried out 

in the same manner with different light sources after dark adjustment for 1 

h and 30 min. The experimental order was varied everyday under the four 

different light sources in a consecutive order. Different squids were 

employed one after another, and the process was repeated more than 10 

times under each light source.

We must note that the light source is the range where the light stimulus 

resides. The light stimulus in the first experiment was the light source 

sections A, B, and C. In the second experiment, it was defined as the three 

light sources ranging from A0 to the neighboring left A1 and right A1.
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3.4 Results and Discussions

3.4.1 Object distribution in dark state

Figure 3-5 shows the object distribution of the common squids inside the 

experimental flume tank under the dark state and without LED light 

stimulus. When the light exposure time was 1 min, the object distributions 

in Sections A and F were 31.9% and 25.0%, respectively, and the 

remaining sections showed similar patterns from 8.6% to 12.2%. In the case 

of the 3-min time interval, the object distributions at Sections A and F were 

24.3% and 38.5%, respectively. The remaining sections under the 3-min time 

interval showed small distributions from 7.0% to 12.6%.
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Figure 3-5 Distribution rate (%) of common squids under dark 

condition and without light stimulation.

Therefore, the samples appeared to prefer to stay at the end of the 

experimental flume tank. However, this phenomenon can be regarded 

as a random motion, and the reason that many common squids 

preferred to stay at both ends is attributed to the barrier effect.
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3.4.2 Object distribution for LED light source at the end section

The section distribution of the tested cuttlefish when the photostimulus was 

applied using four types of LED lights from one end section of the water 

tank, which was the first test, was the same as that shown in Figure 3-6. 

To minimize the barrier effect of the water tank in the dark state, the 

number of objects in each section during the 3-min photostimulus was 

reduced so that a numerical value of the increase or decrease can be 

determined. Figure 3-6 shows that the object distribution tended to gather in 

the section with the light source at the side and decreased toward the 

opposite section. When the number of objects based on the color of the 

light was compared, the order of distribution was blue (298), red (225), 

white (191), and green (186). When the number of objects that gathered at 

a lighting section was viewed according to the light colors, its order was 

changed into blue (448), white (352), green (302), and red (132). Therefore, 

it appeared that the studied cuttlefish preferred the blue light the most, 

followed by the white light.
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Figure 3-6 Variations on the number of individuals in each section of the 

experimental flume tank in comparison with the individuals before LED  

light stimulation;(a) Red LED, (b) Green LED, (c) Blue LED, and       

(d) White LED. Stippled columns denote the lighted section.
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3.4.3 Change in Gathering Rate in Sections of Both Ends

The gathering rate of the surveyed A and F sections for 45 min at an 

interval of 3 min for the four types of color lights, which was the first 

experiment, is shown in Figure 3-7.  The gathering rate in section A, where 

the light source was placed, showed an increasing trend according to the 

collapse of the illumination time . The gathering rate in section F, which is 

the opposite section, showed a decreasing trend. The level of increase or 

decrease is indicated by the trend lines. According to the light source, the 

difference in the slope of the trend lines of the gathering rate in Sections A 

and B under the red light was 0.0757, that under the green light was 

0.1146, that under the blue light was 0.2381, and that under the white light 

was 0.1367.

Accordingly, because the difference in the slope of the trend lines was 

large, the gathering effects were large; the blue and white lights have 

superior gathering effects as compared with the green and red lights.    
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Figure 3-7 Variations of gathering rate in the lighting sections (A) and the 

opposite sectoin (F) of the tank as illuminating time elapsed; (a) Red LED, 

(b) Green LED, (c) Blue LED and (d) white LED.
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3.4.4 Object distribution for LED light source at the center of section

The section distribution of the studied cuttlefish when the photostimulus was 

applied using four different LED light colors in the central section of the 

water tank, which was the second test, was the same as that shown in 

Figure 3-8. Because of the barrier effect of the water tank on the light 

source section, the number of studied objects per minute was shown as a 

gathering rate according to each section. The object distribution showed a Λ

-type trend that generally concentrated in the central section of the light 

source side and reduced at both ends of the section. The gathering rate 

according to the color of the light was in the order of red (35.7%), white 

(28.0%), green (24.5%), and blue (16.4%). When the gathering rate in the 

lighted section was viewed according to the light color, its order changed in 

the following manner: red (80.4%), white (76.4%), green (69.6%), and blue 

(56.7%). Therefore, the tested cuttlefish mostly preferred the red followed by 

the white light. The red and blue light cases showed an opposite 

phenomenon when the photostimulus was provided at the end section.
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Figure 3-8 Distribution rate (%) of common squids in each section of the experimental 

flume tank exposed to the colored LED light sources. Stippled columns are the lighted 

sections; (a) Red LED, (b) Green LED, (c) Blue LED and (d) White LED.
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3.4.5 Change of gathering rate in the light section

The gathering rate in the lighted section for 30 min with an interval of 1 

min for the four different light colors, which was the second experiment, is 

shown in Figure 3-9.

The gathering rate of the lighted section showed a gently increasing trend. 

Based on the light source, the gathering rate under the red light source 

increased up to around minutes , displayed an almost stable trend, increased 

to around 5 min even under the green light source, almost stabilized, and 

showed a slight reduction after 16 min.

The gathering rate was the lowest under the blue light, showed a slight 

increasing trend according to collapse of time, and increased according to 

the collapse of time under the white light source. The gathering rate was 

the highest at 25–30 min.

Accordingly, the gathering effects of the white light are larger than those of 

the other light colors.
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Figure 3-9 Variations of gathering rate in the lighting section (A0 and A1) 

of the experimental flume tank as illuminating time elapsed. R: Red LED 

light, G: Green LED light, B: Blue Led light and W: White LED light.

3.4.6 Discussions on the behavioral reaction of common squid

Inoue explained as a feeding clustering or a clustering formation action 

theory the phenomenon where fish stay under a fishing lamp. The minimum 

illumination necessary for the feeding and clustering formation actions is 

different according to the type of fish, but it is approximately 10-2 to 10-5 

lx, as a result of the visual physiological research conducted in 1972 [28]. 

it is reported that the illumination depth for major catch is in the range of 

10-1 – 10-3 lx in a fishing ground for the pole and line of the cuttlefish 
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[29, 30]. In addition, Choi and Arakawa reported that the T. pacificus group 

is densely distributed in the average range of 3.0×10-2 - 3.4×10-4 lx  using 

80 – 360 kW fishing lamps [31]. The underwater irradiance in a water 

depth of 30–70 m where the T. pacificus is distributed is 1.8×10-2 - 

5.4×10-4 μW·cm-2·nm-1 in the wavelength of 510 nm [32]. On the other 

hand, cuttlefish has been known to avoid direct illumination [29, 33]. 

However, when low illumination is realized, similar to that of the present 

research, they gather well in the light source section (Figs. 5 and 7). 

Accordingly, an underwater illumination of 0.05 lx, which is the 

photostimulus condition of the present research, is included in the 

illumination distribution range of the major catching water depth of T. 

pacificus and is a favorable illumination [34].

In general, the section distribution of fish before stimulation in the water 

tank shows the trend that fish gather in both end sections [35, 36, 37].

The present research also showed a U-type trend distribution in both end 

sections under the dark state. Many researchers reported gathering rates in the 

end sections of the rectangular water tank [38], and even if the photostimulus 

was applied at one side of the water tank, a U- or V-type trend similar to 

the section distribution before the stimulation appeared [33, 39, 40].

Apparently, fish have the habit of gathering at both sides of the water tank, 

namely, at the corner, regardless of the stimulation source [37, 40]. The 

barrier at both ends of the sections was considered in the present research 

as playing a role of refuge for the sample cuttlefish or as a swimming 

hindrance considering their action where they continuously collided with the 
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water tank wall. Accordingly, the survey properly avoided their gathering 

rate in the end sections of the water tank. In the present study of the 

preference of fish to light, the intensity of the photostimulus should consider 

favorable illumination. However, because it is difficult to survey low 

illumination, a fish type that is easy to test and has a weak phototaxis was 

selected or photostimulus was used. In the survey of the section distribution 

of fish, more than one person performed  near the water tank, which may 

have influenced the action of the fish and personal errors can occur.

On the other hand, the blue and green colors have a superior underwater 

penetration property [41], and their maximum wavelength (470–500 nm) is 

what the cuttlefish react to most sensitively [42]. Choi et al. reported that 

the LED light colors offer a high possibility of being used as a fishing 

lamp under the following order of underwater penetration: blue, blue–green, 

green, and white [43, 44, 45]. it was also reported that the gathering of fish 

is high in the following order: blue, blue–white, yellow, and green. Bae et 

al. reported that T. pacificus showed the most sensitive reaction to blue 

light, and fish gathered favorably in blue color and in white color with a 

blue property. They avoided red and yellow lights. The blue color, which is 

the wavelength that cuttlefish generally prefer, has a high gathering rate. In 

the present research, the LED color light preferred by the studied cuttlefish 

appeared in the following order: blue, white, green, and red colors in the 

first test. This result is similar to the results mentioned earlier. However, the 

section distribution of the studied cuttlefish when the light source was not 

influenced by the water tank wall showed a trend of gathering more in the 

center, and the gathering rates under red and while lights were higher than 
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those under green and blue lights. Currently, red light has a gathering effect 

in a narrow range in the fisheries field, such as those used for raising a 

gathered school of fish in the final stage of a stick-held blanket net in 

catching sauries [46]. However, red light has a high absorption rate and has 

difficulty influencing the photostimulus beyond several tens of meters. Thus, 

its use has been limited, such as the red light used in targeting cuttlefish 

and fish in Thailand [47]. On the other hand, white is currently the color 

used in fishing lamps used for the pole and line of cuttlefish. Its gathering 

ability is superior even in the present research results. We cannot conclude 

that, although the blue and green light have a superior underwater 

penetration property and superior selectivity by the studied cuttlefish, they 

are the colors most preferred by T. pacificus, as shown in the results of the 

present research and in the fisheries field. 

As shown above, the research result can change according to the test 

methods used, such as the state of the studied cuttlefish, intensity of the 

photostimulus, barrier effects of the rectangular water tank, and proper 

observation equipment. These factors are related to the differences in the 

survey results. We hope that the results obtained from the present research 

will be confirmed in the field in the future. In addition, as the field 

operation was carried out in the shaded condition of the photostimulus, we 

must review comprehensively the preferred colors of the tested cuttlefish, in 

addition to the present test results, by examining the reaction to the light 

colors under the same conditions in the laboratory. Physiological research to 

understand the light adaptation of the cuttlefish eyes is necessary to identify 

the reaction of the tested cuttlefish to LED colors.
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3.5 Conclusion I

This research has investigated the change in the gathering rate in terms of 

object distribution, illumination time, and light-source location under a dark 

state in the water tank. In particular, it was almost impossible to observe 

the actions of the fish in a completely dark room. However, the present 

research controlled remotely and prepared a proper water quality 

management system to the flowing water, which included a special camera 

system to observe the behavior without hindering the behavior of the fish. 

A cool- and hot-water temperature control device for maintenance of the 

tested cuttlefish was also installed. As a result, the distribution of the 

studied cuttlefish under a dark state without LED photostimulus showed a U 

pattern, where they gathered more in the sections at both ends of the tank, 

regardless of the survey time interval. Both ends of the water tank played a 

barrier role to the action of the tested cuttlefish.

When the photostimulus was applied at the end section at one side of the 

water tank, the number of fish that gathered in the lighted section was 

maximum under blue light, followed by that under white light. That under 

the red light was the least. In addition, the blue and white lights displayed 

large gathering effects according to the illumination time. However, when 

the photostimulus was applied at the middle section of the water tank, the 

red and white light gathering rate was higher than that of the green and 

blue lights. Further, the red and white lights showed a higher gathering rate 

in the lighted section. The tested cuttlefish gathered at both ends of the 

water tank, regardless of the photostimulus, and the effect of the light color 
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is different according to the location of the photostimulus source. The result 

obtained in the middle section of the water tank was more reliable than the 

other results. In particular, this research identified the importance of proper 

photostimulus intensity on cuttlefish and the observation systems in relation 

to the phototaxis of fish. This research could become a necessary basic 

material for the development of LED fishing lamps in the future [47, 48, 

49, 50].
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Chapter 4 Retinular Response of Common Squid

4.1 Introduction to Retinular Response of Common Squids

Fishing lamp is a key component in fishing vessels in luring and catching 

squids, which is considered as one of the important fishery resources. Along 

with social developments, the latest light sources are used as fishing lamps.

Squid jigging, one of the most common areas where fishing lamps are used, 

experienced development in increased illuminating power of fish-luring lights, 

which allowed more deep fishing. However, it brought the problem of 

excessive consumption of fuel compared with the catch . The increase in 

illuminating power increased the cost of fish-luring lights and fuel, causing 

a financial burden to the fishing industry. To relieve the excess spending, 

research activities on the light utilization technology that considered the 

behavioral characteristics of squid in response to light have been conducted. 

Further, research activities on the behavioral characteristics of squids in 

response to light inside the laboratory or to fishing lamps or moonlight in 

the sea were conducted.

LEDs have attracted attention as possible light sources in the future. Further, 

LEDs are considered to be eco-friendly light sources as they have low 

power consumption, contain no mercury, and have a long life. LEDs are 

reviewed as potential fishing lamps based on their illuminating 

characteristics, and the prospects for their development as fishing lamps have 

been reported [51]. In addition, the behavioral response of the Japanese 

common squids to colored LED lights in the laboratory and the luring of 
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fish using LED light in the sea were investigated. However, neither did 

these studies clarify the fishing procedures of squid jigging nor did they 

sufficiently consider the criteria of the light sources to be considered as an 

appropriate fishing lamp. To address these shortcomings, a physiological 

approach is needed to identify the degree of light adaptation of the squids’ 

eyes to colored LED lights.

This research attempts to identify the appropriate light color for fishing LED 

light by investigating the retinular responses of common squid T. pacificus 

to LED colors (red, blue, and white) under bright and dark conditions and 

by analyzing the degree of light adaptation of the retina cells of the squids.  
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4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Water Tank and Light Source

The experimental tank was rectangular in shape (80 W × 560 L × 100 H 

cm3), and the water depth was maintained at 70cm (Figure4-1). To ensure 

that the squids remain alive, a running-water system that maintained the 

water quality at the optimum level was installed. Three colored light sources 

were used, and Figure 4-2 shows the spectral distribution of the blue, red, 

and white colorl ight sources. The maximum wavelengths of the blue and 

red LED light were 460 and 630 nm, respectively, and the wavelength 

width was 60nm. The white LED has a wide wavelength band between 400 

and 700nm. An LED light source box (80W× 80 L × 20 H cm3) was 

installed 30cm above the water surface to ensure even downward 

penetration. The water temperature was maintained at 10.2 °C (9.8 – 10.7 

°C), and the salinity was maintained at 35.2‰ (35.0–35.3‰). The light 

brightness was measured using an illuminometer (Minolta, T-10WL) 

immediately beneath the light source at 50 cm below the water surface. 

Common squids T. pacificus with an average length of 23.9 cm (20.5–

27.7cm) were used in the experiment.
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Figure 4-1 The experiment tank and the position of LED light source.

Figure 4-2 Spectral distributions of the LED light sources used          

for retinular response of common squid.
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4.2.2 Experimental Protocol for Retinular Response

The illumination level in which the common squid is normally active in the 

sea was designated as a dark adaptation condition (0.05 lx), and the 

maximum brightness of each colored LED light used in the retinular 

response experiment was designated as the brightness adaptation condition 

(red: 8.75 lx, blue: 11.42 lx, and white: 34.5 lx). 

To ensure that all squids in the experiment received the same light 

stimulation, a rectangular cage with a width of 58 cm, a length of 60 cm, 

and a height of 75 cm in the center of the experimental flume tank was 

prepared. The retinular response experiment was carried out in the following 

manner. First, the cage was placed underneath the LED light source, and 

three squids were loaded into the cage. Second, adaptation for approximately 

90 min was allowed, and both eyes of the common squids were collected at 

10, 30, and 60 min time lapse after each conditioned-light stimulus. Then, 

each eye of the common squids was fixated in Bouin’s solution and 

embedded in paraffin after dehydration. The tissue samples were dissected 

into several pieces with cross sections of 4–6 µm thick and were stained 

with hematoxylineosin solution for comparison and observation under a 

microscope. The degree of light adaptation of the retinular cells can be 

represented as a percentage of the migration of the black pigment to the 

thickness of the retinular cell. Equation 4-1 represents the light adaptation.

               

×                   (4.1)
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Figure 4-3 shows the migration of black pigment of retinular cell when it 

was stimulated by the light sources. 

Figure 4-3 Photomicrographs showing (a) migration and                 

(b) no migration of black pigment.

We also performed a field test to investigate the retinular response of 

common squids caught by fishing vessels using LED fishing lights in the 

southeastern sea of Korea, as shown in Figure 4-4. The average length of 

the common squids used in this experiment was 23.4 cm, and the depth of 

sea water where the common squids were caught was 107–135 m. Both 

eyes were collected from 30 common squids caught between 4 p.m. and 4 

a.m. To investigate the change in light adaptation with respect to the 

elapsed time, the retinular cells of the common squids collected at each 

time lapse were immediately fixated on the boat. They were then washed, 
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embedded, dissected, and stained sequentially. The degree of light adaptation 

was analyzed using an optical microscope.

Figure 4-4 The location of field test in the sea.
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4.3 Results and Discussions

The light adaptation of common squids to blue LED light with respect to 

the elapsed time is shown in Figure 4-5. The degree of light adaptation is 

an average value for the six eyes collected from three common squids. 

After 60 min from the turning on of the blue LED light, the degree of 

light adaptation to the blue light was similar between the bright and dark 

adaptation states, suggesting that the retinular cell of common squids has 

high sensitivity to the blue light. Furthermore, the degree of light adaptation 

was slightly higher in the initial 10 min than those in other times. We can 

deduce that the light adaptation of the retinular cell to the blue light 

occurred even with minimal illumination because light adaptation was higher 

under dark adaptation conditions than that under bright adaptation conditions.
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Figure 4-5 The degree of light adaptation of common squid’s retinular cell 

under the blue LED light stimulus with respect to time lapse.

Figure 4-6 shows the degree of light adaptation to the red LED light 

stimulus. The degree of light adaptation of the retinular cell showed similar 

trends under both bright and dark adaptation conditions during the initial 10, 

30, and 60 min. However, unlike the case of the blue LED light, the light 

adaptation state under the red LED light was low in the initial 10 min, and 

the sensitivity of the retinular cell under the red LED light was similar to 

that of the previous reports.
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Figure 4-6 The degree of light adaptation of common squid’s retinular cell 

under the red LED light stimulus with respect to time lapse.

In the case of the white LED light, the degree of light adaptation of the 

common squid was similar to that of the red LED light under dark 

adaptation conditions, but it was superior to that of the blue LED light 

under bright adaptation conditions, as shown in Figure 4-7. No significant 

difference in the light adaptation response was observed in the case of the 

white LED light, whereas light adaptation to the blue LED light gradually 

decreased relative to time variation.
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Figure 4-7 The degree of light adaptation of common squid’s retinular cell 

under the white LED light stimulus with respect to time lapse.

After performing the retinular response experiment in the laboratory, we 

performed the field experiment to confirm whether the results from the 

laboratory experiment are applicable in the sea. Figure 4-8 shows that the 

light adaptation state of the retinular cells collected during the field test was 

between 20% and 40%. The average degree of light adaptation tended to 

increase from approximately 18:00 to 24:00 and slightly decreased from 

24:00 to 04:00. However, we were not able to observe significant 

differences in the retinular response from the results obtained in the 

laboratory. 
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Figure 4-8 The light adaptation of retinular cells collected from the field 

experiment with respect to varying the time of day.

Based on the results from the above experiments, the light adaptation 

conditions in the experimental flume tank showed significant differences 

depending on the color of the stimulating light source. The brightness level 

of the white light caused significant changes in the degree of light 

adaptation. In the field test, however, the degree of retinal adaptation of the 

common squids caught in the field was between 20% and 40%, regardless 

of time and was below the mean under the bright and dark adaptation 

conditions.

This adaptation is considered to be the nature of common squid T. pacificus 

repelled by the fishing light to swim toward darkness. We conclude that a 

high light adaptation ratio allows the squids to escape and avoid being 
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caught after detecting the motion of the fishing line and artificial bait.

Many foreign investigations have been conducted to investigate the motor 

response of the fish retina to study the fishing process using fishing lights. 

Information on the motor response of the retina was utilized in studying the 

relationship between the physiological visual and behavioral responses and 

the relationship of the diurnal activity index, environmental brightness, fish 

feeding, and group or school formation. The present study was conducted to 

develop an efficient fishing LED light by comparing the reaction 

characteristics of the squid’s retina to LED and the state of the squid’s 

retina caught from the sea.
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4.4 Conclusion II

In conclusion, the light adaptation state of the retinular cells under dark and 

bright adaptation conditions has been investigated in an experimental flume 

tank to identify the degree of light adaptation of common squid T. pacificus 

to three types of LED light sources: red, blue, and white LED light sources. 

For each LED light source, the light adaptation states under dark and bright 

adaptation conditions of the blue LED light were similar; thus, the retinular 

sensitivity of the common squid relative to the blue LED light is high. The 

degree of light adaptation to red LED light tended to increase over time 

although a slight change was observed. The degree of light adaptation to the 

white LED light under the dark adaptation state was similar to that of the 

red LED light, whereas it was superior to that of the blue LED light.

In addition, the degree of light adaptation of the retinular cells of 30 

common squids caught between 4 p.m. and 4 a.m. of the following day has 

been investigated. The degree of light adaptation of the retinular cells of 

common squids was generally between 20% and 40%. With respect to the 

changes in the degree of light adaptation over time, the degree of light 

adaptation tended to increase from approximately 18:00 to 24:00 and slightly 

decreased between 24:00 and 04:00.

From these results, we can conclude that the blue LED light is desirable as 

a light stimulus to common squids because of its outstanding transmission 

rate under the sea. In addition, the white LED light source can induce good 

light adaptation in the common squids’ retinular cells, meaning that these 
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two light sources are appropriate for fishing common squids, and metal 

halide lamps can be substituted by these LED lamps.
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4.5 Photo-reaction Model

We have performed two experiments related to the biological responses of 

common squids to LED light stimulations: one is the behavioral reaction to 

the light stimulus, and the other is the retinular response of common squids 

under light stimulation. Based on the results presented in the above sections, 

we can conclude the following:

(1) Generally, blue and green LED lights could gather more common squids 

than red and white LED lights when light stimulation exists at the end of 

the experimental flume tank. In addition, the change in the gathering rate 

with respect to the lighting-time variation showed that the blue and white 

LED lights had a great effect on the gathering of common squids.

(2) When we stimulated the common squids at the center of the 

experimental flume tank, the red and white LED lights however showed 

higher gathering rate in the lighted section than the blue and green LED 

lights. Furthermore, the common squids gathered at the end of the 

experimental flume tank, without any light stimulations (in the dark state 

only). 

(3) Another result obtained from the retinular response experiment showed 

that the blue LED light had an outstanding transmission rate in the sea, and 

the white LED light can induce good light adaptation even though the red 

LED light showed less transmission rate compared with the blue LED light. 

From these results, we were able to obtain the biological responses of 
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common squids under several types of LED light sources and conclude that 

we need the red and white LED lights to gather many common squids and 

the blue and white LED lights for fishing (or jigging) common squids 

withoutescaping  from the fishing ground.
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Part II: Design and Evaluation of LED Fishing Lamps

Chapter 5. Introduction to LED Fishing Lamps

5.1 Industrial Development of LED fishing lamps

In Japan, studies regarding the light source, optical power, and catch for 

squid jigging fishing have been actively conducted from the 1990s to the 

present day, and there are a few major papers including “The Catch and 

Underwater Irradiance of a Small Squid Jigging Ship over Fishing Depth”, 

“Relationship between the Number of Tons of a Japanese Small Squid 

Jigging Ship”, and “Optic Output of a Fishing Lamp and the Catch.” From 

1993 to 1996, the “Empirical Survey on Illuminating Power for Small 

Jigging Fishery Ships” was extensively executed as a national subsidy 

program of the Fisheries Agency of Japan as an investigation of the 

illuminating power and catch using existing metal halide lamps for a shoal 

of fish [52].

Since 2003, a study on the application of an LED to a fishing lamp was 

conducted as part of the “Fishery Industry Activation New Technologies 

Development Project,” and an LED fishing lamp for the squid jigging fisher 

was developed with the support of the government for the aim of 

commercialization in 2007. However, this LED fishing lamp has still not 

been fully commercialized.

A research team led by Professor Okamoto of Kagao University is known 
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to be the first team to study the use of LEDs in squid fishing lamps in 

Japan, and their research is still actively conducted [53]. Their research 

succeeded in the registration of a patent detailing the specific wavelength 

favored by squid and the development of a system using that wavelength 

under Paten No. P2003-134967 in Japan.

Recently, studies on the use of LED fishing lamps for the Pacific saury 

stick-held net fishing have been actively conducted. At the Japan Fisheries 

Conference held in March 2006, eight papers related to the use of LED 

fishing lamps were presented, and theses studies are currently ongoing [54].

Since 2002, Japan has conducted studies on the development of an LED 

fishing lamp with approximately 30 public and/or private institutes 

contributing. In particular, these studies have succeeded in the drawing of 

visual response, and the results have led to the development of various 

types of fishing lamps. Figure 5-1 shows examples of LED fishing lamps in 

Japan.
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Figure 5-1 Examples of LED fishing lamp in Japan; (a) side view of LED 

fishing lamp system and (b) LED fighing lamp module.

In early 2005, these studies succeeded in the development of a panel-type 

fishing lamp with a number of blue LED lamps, as well as a fishing 

system composed of a stationary border at the upper side of a fishing ship 

and a few fishing lamp panels; however, its fishing capacity was low.

In late 2006, they changed to white LEDs instead of blue LEDs and 

decreased the gap between the LED lamps to decrease the area and weight 

of a panel. Despite such trials, no special heat radiation structure was 

employed, and it resulted in the generation of excessive heat and a decrease 

in durability. Moreover, the energy efficiency and fishing capacity of the 

panel were low, as a conventional LED was used. In early 2008, they 

tested the concurrent use of 24 metal halide lamps and LED lamps (216 x 

0.7 kW = 151 kW), and it was reported that the fishing capacity of this 

approach was about 90% of the fishing capacity of the sole installation of 
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metal halide lamps. However, this approach has only an energy savings of 

15 – 20%, preventing commercialization of this technology [55].

Japan commenced studies on the development of LED fishing lamps in 

2002, far faster than South Korea. At that time, a high output LED with 

excellent energy efficiency had not been developed, and a cannon-type LED 

with poor efficiency was used for studies on LED fishing lamps, causing 

several issues in the studies. Even now, researchers have trouble 

commercializing LED fishing lamps, despite the availability of 

high-efficiency LED ships and high-output LEDs. In particular, the initial 

installation cost of an LED fishing lamp system is much higher than that of 

the existing metal halide lamp. Therefore, even if the fishing capacity of the 

system is found to be adequate, it would not be easy to commercialize the 

system. Amid these circumstances, fishing lamp manufacturers in Japan have 

indicated the outsourcing of the manufacturing of LED fishing lamps to 

South Korea and China, where the manufacturing cost is relatively cheap. In 

particular, LED fishing lamps used for stick-hold net fishers of Pacific saury 

can be considered to be almost at the commercialization stage, because 

Pacific saury is most likely located near the water surface and most of the 

existing fishing lamps are incandescent lamps for frequent switching on and 

off. These circumstances would allow for quick substitution to LED fishing 

lamps. On the other hand, a squid jigging fishery usually works at 60 m 

below the sea level, requiring a high level of light intensity, and various 

efforts have been continuously for increasing the catch. Asahi Etiche, an 

LED fishing lamp development company, has completed the development of 
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an LED fishing lamp, but it is still not mass produced at this time. 

Currently, there are only 2 – 3 companies developing LED fishing lamps.

The LED fishing lamp developed by Asahi Etiche is composed of LEDs in 

various colors rather than a singl color. The light intensity of this lamp is 

slightly less than that of the existing metal halide lamp, but fishing capacity 

is similar. The mass production of this lamp is dependent on the resolution 

of a cost issue.

Currently, heat issues have not been reported in studies with low-output 

LED fishing lamps for squid fisheries in Japan. However, the size of the 

system has been too large and easily influenced by wind, and the system 

was below the satisfactory level in terms of lifespan and efficiency. 

Furthermore, the high-output LEDs were not free from concerns regarding 

the heat radiation design, maintenance, and catch, and studies have tried to 

commercialize an LED fishing lamp for concurrent use with a metal halide 

lamp.

Furthermore, it has been reported that the substitution of LED lamps for sea 

lighting including underwater fishing lamp, internal lamps for the ship, and 

operation lamps is actively conducted in Japan (See Figure 5-2).
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Figure 5-2 Various LED-based lightings in the ocean; (a) submersible-type, 

(b) lamp-type, and (c)bulb-type fishing lamp.

In South Korea, there was almost no study on LED fishing lamps, and no 

related technologies were developed until 2006. After 2007, a few studies 

were commenced with the active promotion of a study on LED fishing 

lamps by the Korea Energy Research Institute. Since 2009, when LEDs had 

garnered additional attention as one of the main environmentally friendly 

technologies, interest in LED fishing lamps has gradually increased, and 

related products have been developed (see Figure 5-3).
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Figure 5-3 Examples of fishing lamp in South Korea; (a) turned          

on image of LED fishing lamp while fishing and 

(b) arrays of LED fishing lamp modules.

As part of the current trend of companies in the LED fishing lamp 

manufacturing business, Wise Power is known to supply fishing lamps to 

Ossio Lighting in Japan and execute the trial installation and evaluation. For 

LED fishing lamp projects in process, there is an LED fishing lamp trial 

installation project in which 100 fishing lamps would be installed at each of 

the seven Pacific saury fishing ships with stick-held nets. All the lighting in 

the ships would be exchanged for LED fishing lamps if their performance is 

acceptable.

The number of LED fishing lamps that would be supplied by Wise Power 

to Ossio Lighting would be about 350 if the installation is made for a 

100-ton fishing ship, and Wise Power announced that the company was 

selected as the sole supplier of eco-friendly/high-efficiency LED fishing 
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lamps for Ossio Lighting and entered the LED fishing lamp industry in 

Japan.

Since 2009, LED manufacturing companies including Sailux and National 

Fisheries Research & Development Institute have promoted the development 

and commercialization of LED fishing lamps. The Korean Photonics 

Technology Institute and Korea Maritime University executed an LED 

fishing lamp demonstration project for one year. As of this writing, 

companies in the business of manufacturing electronic parts for ships and a 

large number of lighting companies are either in the development process 

for LED fishing lamps or in the review of validity of the development of 

LED fishing lamps.

Kumyoung, a famous karaoke manufacturer, has entered the LED business 

and developed an LED fishing lamp with a high-output LED and heat pipe, 

but this product is still not ready to be mass produced.
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5.2 Problems and Challenges

As mentioned in the above sections, a fishing lamp for squid jigging 

requires several key features. First, the fishing lamp should be energy 

efficient to reduce fuel consumption in terms of fishing a common squid as 

compared to a metal halide fishing lamp. Currently, many ship owners are 

trying to use the LED fishing lamp, but its fishing efficiency does not meet 

the minimum requirements that maintain the fishing ships and make a profit. 

Therefore, it is necessary to design an energy-efficient LED fishing lamp 

with a high fishing efficiency.
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Chapter 6. Design of LED Fishing Lamp

6.1 Motivation

Recently, the light-emitting diode (LED) has received considerable attention 

as a next-generation light source. An LED light source uses less electric 

power than current light sources, does not contain mercury, and has a long 

life cycle. Thus, LEDs are gaining attention as environmentally friendly 

illumination sources. An LED light source is used for the fishing of infant 

fish in the fishing technology of the fisheries field and was changed to 

miniaturization and energy-saving-type. The field of a fishing light for 

fisheries using phototaxis of fish is developing the technology to apply an 

LED light source as an energy-saving fishing lamp to replace the current 

metal halide lamp in Japan and Korea.

In the pole-and-line fishing of a common squid, the fishing depth increases 

according to the increase in the illuminating power of a fish lamp; 

consequently, fuel is excessively consumed as compared to the fishing 

quantity. To lessen this over-consumption, many studies related to the 

behavioral response and retinular response of common squids have been 

conducted in a laboratory. With these biological studies on common squids, 

the use of LED fishing lamps has been consistently suggested.

Although an LED fishing lamp has the benefit of conserving oil 

consumption, it could not demonstrate effective fishing results as compared 

to the existing metal halide fishing lamps. Therefore, we consider both the 
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biological responses of common squids and the design of LED fishing lamp 

in order to save energy and simultaneously improve fishing efficiency.
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6.2 Comparison of Metal Halide and LED Fishing Lamps

Various types of fishing lamps including incandescent lamps, halogen lamps, 

and metal halide lamps have been widely used, and fishing lamps are 

generally utilized for the fishing of common squid hairtail, Pacific saury, 

blowfish, etc. For fishing common squid and haitail, a metal halide maps is 

primarily applied, but Pacific saury stick-hold net fishing uses incandescent 

lamps. As mentioned earlier, the types of fishing lamps vary depending on 

the type of fishery and/or target fish. Among several types of fishing lamps, 

the metal halide fishing lamp in  Figure 6-1 has the highest luminous flux 

per unit power, and it is predominantly used for fishing common squid, 

which requires an extremely high-intensity light source.

Figure 6-1 Conventional metal halide fishing lamps.
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The actual fishing efficiency of a metal halide fishing lamp can be assumed 

to be relatively low as compared to the real luminous flux of the output 

light [56]. This is attributed to its specific characteristics. As shown in 

Figure 6-5, the output light of a metal halide lamp is usually 

omnidirectionally reflected. About 50% of the total output light is reflected 

onto the upper side, and 20% reaches the deck. Only 8% of the total 

output light is reflected onto the sea surface at an angle of incidence of 30

–45° [57, 58].
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Figure 6-2 (a) Light distribution range and (b) effective distribution       

of a metal halide lamp.
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Moreover, a metal halide fishing lamp generates various wavelengths of light 

covering the visible, ultraviolet, and infrared spectrum, as shown in Figure 

6-3. Among these wavelengths, blue light makes up only about 7.32% of 

the entire output spectrum. This fact indicates that the metal halide fishing 

lamp emits unnecessary wavelengths of light that the common squid is not 

able to recognize. Generally, it is well known that the common squid is 

very sensitive to light at wavelengths of 480-490 nm. Thus, the emission 

light that marine organisms cannot recognize implies that the efficiency is 

very low [59].

Figure 6-3 Light spectrum for a general metal halide lamp.

In addition, among the various wavelengths of visible light, a longer 

wavelength has a lower transmission rate than a shorter wavelength. As 
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shown in Figure 6-4, blue light can penetrate sea water to a depth of 50 m, 

where the marine organisms are more densely populated [60].

 

Figure 6-4 Penetration ratio of each visible light underwater.

In contrast, an LED fishing lamp consumes little electric power and 

improves fishing efficiency owing to its unique characteristics. An LED 

fishing lamp emits light unidirectionally and can concentrate the light in the 

direction of the sea surface. Further, an LED fishing lamp also emits no 

ultraviolet and infrared light, and we can selectively obtain the desirable 

wavelength of light to maximize the light sensitivity of a common squid. 

Consequently, an LED fishing lamp can achieve 50 times higher efficiency 

than a metal halide fishing lamp, arising from the 0.5 times higher light 

conversion efficiency, 10 times higher effective emission efficiency, and 10 
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times higher proportion of blue light.

Though an LED fishing lamp has many advantages, the practical fishing 

efficiency has demonstrated a lower fishing efficiency than a metal halide 

lamp, even though an LED fishing lamp has low fuel consumption. 

Therefore, we need to design or optimize the LED fishing lamp for greater 

efficiency over energy savings.
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6.3 Criteria for Designing LED Fishing Lamp

In order to design an energy- and fishing-efficient LED fishing lamp [61, 

62], we consider the mechanical structure of an LED and the response 

characteristics of common squids to the fishing lamp. First, we obtain the 

light responses of a common squid in terms of its behavioral response and 

retinular response in Part I. Second, we create appropriate fishing 

environments to further improve the fishing efficiency.

From the results in Part I, we choose the color of the LED light source to 

enhance the response of a common squid. Blue light can stimulate common 

squids existing in the deep sea owing to its high transmission rate. Further, 

red light can stimulate the common squids existing near the sea surface and 

concentrate them into the fishing ground. Thus, we need to simultaneously 

use blue and red light for gathering and jigging a common squid [63, 64, 

65, 66].

In addition, we need to flash the light in a circular shape around the 

fishing vessel. Otherwise, the common squids will escape through the area 

where there is no light [67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72].

Therefore, we considered two key factors and optimized the design of an 

LED fishing lamp.
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6.4 Design of LED Fishing Lamp

A 150-W LED fishing lamp has a horizontal light distribution of 180°. A 

metal halide lamp does not generate any show areas that may be created by 

the crossing of two adjacent fishing lamps, because a metal halide lamp 

reflects light omnidirectionally. For an LED fishing lamp, an LED module 

mounted at a slope of 10° would have light distribution at a slope of 60° 

and would allow a single fishing lamp to have a horizontal light distribution 

of 180°. Furthermore, each emission surface overlaps with each other, and 

no shaded area would be created. When LED fishing lamps are installed on 

a fishing ship for squid jigging on the left and the right ina row, as in the 

general installation of a fishing lamp for a fishing ship, it would cover the 

entire ship but still only requre the half of lighting compared to a metal 

halide lamp [73, 74].

For the vertical light distribution, LED fishing lamps are designed to be 

installed at a slope of 10°. Thus, the upper LED base surface would have a 

vertical light distribution at a slope of 10°, and the lower LED base 

surface, which already has a slope of 20° as compared to the upper surface, 

would have a vertical light distribution at a slope of 30° considering the 

installation slope of 10°. The analysis of the light distribution of an LED 

fishing lamp developed over the same vertical/horizontal light distribution is 

shown in Figure 6-8.
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Figure 6-5 Vertical/horizontal light distribution of a LED fishing lamp;    

(a) simulation and (b) measured results [75].

Figure 6-6 shows a 150-W LED fishing lamp made of aluminum with a 

specific gravity of 2.7. The overall volume is 1,687.295 m3, the surface 

area, which is the most important factor for radiation, is 898,424 m2. The 

weight of a lighting lamp is 4.65 kg.

With regard to the actual manufacturing process of the design in Figure 6-9, 

an upper aluminum structure is extrusion moled, and the lower base surface 

is die cased for attaching a 150-W LED module. Further, a heat pipe is 

attached to quickly move heat generated from the lower side to the upper 

side, because the radiation pin installed on the upper side could be 

separated from the base surface where the actual LED module is attached.
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Figure 6-6 Design of a LED fishing lamp.

Of cource, the installation of a heat pipe requires additional processing of 

the LED base surface in addition to aluminum extrusion molding and die 

casting.

Even though the central area and side area have different shapes, they are 

manufactured with the same technique. As stated above, the base for the 

radiation pin where the horizontal radiation pin may be inserted is 

manufactured by aluminum extrusion, and the radiation pin is manufactured 

by press processing to yield the most surface area. The hirzontal radiation 

pin is first plugged into the vase for the radiation pin and then pressed by 

a jig, a bonding technique, to be inserted.
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This manufacturing process is for the trial LED fishing lamp in Figure 6-7. 

A number of processing and assembly procedures lower its price 

competitiveness, and many components are connected with bolts and nuts 

that increase the possibility of corrosion.

Figure 6-7 Assembly of the primary LED fishing lamp.

To overcome these concerns, a development project for the second trial 

LED lamp aims to decrease the weight to be lower than 3 kg by designing 

a base, where a radiation pin and an LED module would be attached, to be 

all-in-one. This project is for a 200-W module that is 50-W stronger that 

the previous project. In addition, the radiation temperature of the radiation 

pin is set to 80°C to account for the lowest wind speed naturally occurring 
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at sea that could relieve the radiation pressure.

Moreover, a heat pipe is not used. Vertical radiation pins are primary used, 

and horizontal radiation pins are minimally used to make the best use of 

the natural convection phenomenon by which the heat generated below flows 

to the upper side.

The initial design of the all-in-one LED fishing lamp in Figure 6-8 shows 

that the lamp is manufactured of aluminum with a specific gravity of 2.7, 

and the overall volume is 1,249.421 m3. Furthermore, the surface area could 

be up to 638,987 m2, but it is still less than the first trial product by 

260,000 m2. In addition, the weight is 3.37 kg, which fails to meet the 

original design aims.

The insufficient surface area could lead to a significant difficulty in the 

dissipation of heat generated for the LED modules, and this cannot be 

simply resolved by correcting the mold.

To handle this issue, it has been suggested that the use of an embossing 

technique would decrease the weight but increase the surface area. 

Embossing is a processing technique where various shapes are pressed into 

a thin metal plate with one pair of dies that has an emboss on opposite 

sides. Embossing is usually used for producing shapes, letters, and other 

patterns into a thin metal plate.
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Figure 6-8 Design of a LED fishing lamp with the employment          

of embossing processing.

In order to apply embossing after die casting for our purposes, a relatively 

simple structure should be used, and the embossing depth would limited by 

the ductility of aluminum.

Therefore, we use an embossing technique for our new design. The 

thickness of an LED fishing lamp is set to the thickness of the extruded 

part after embossing, and small holes are created around it. Then, die 

casting is executed.

The result of the design using an embossing technique with aluminum 

would have a volume of 1,210.451 m3, which less than the previous method 
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by 38 m3. In addition, the surface area is 738,381 m2, which is increased 

by 100,000 m2 as compared to the previous method but still 160,000 m2 

less than the first trial product. The weight is 3.026 kg, which is very close 

to the goal.

Figure 6-9 shows an actual mold based on the design in Figure 6-8 as well 

as a catapult used for manufacturing of the mold. Aluminum die-casting 

molds were fabricated as a pair and manufactured with a 450-ton catapult. 

with a series of test injection and mold adjustment processes, an all-in-one 

LED fishing lamp in an aluminum die-casting structure was finally designed 

and completed. Despite these efforts, an actual LED fishing lamp fabricated 

by die-case molding had a weight different from the expected value. 

According to the design, the lamp was supposed to be 3.0 kg, but the 

manufactured LED lamp was 3.6 kg, as seen in Figure 6-10. This might be 

caused bt the fact that the purity of the 12 types of aluminum used for die 

casting were 85% lower, which means that there design was 2.7.
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Figure 6-9 Photographs of LED fishing lamp employed with embossing 

processing; (a) Treatment of embossing structure and (b) the product.
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Figure 6-10 Measurement of weight of LED fishing lamp.

A radiant coating process is used to prevent the corrosion of aluminum and 

improve heat dissipation. The anodizing technique used for the prevention of 

corrosion for the previous trial product is to process Al2O3 on top of the 

pores of aluminum to prevent the oxidation of aluminum. However, thermal 

radiation is limited, as the anodizing process requires a number of 

processing and sealing materials that have a heat insulation effect. However, 

this anodizing process is still the most widely used corrosion treatment for a 

processed item manufactured by extrusion or die casting mold injection. On 

the other hand, THSD coating, shown in Figure 6-11, is a coating process 

with a radiating composite binder resin in which various nanoscale inorganic 

filter particles with low heat resistance are highly dispersed. This prevents 
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the overheating of an LED module because the heat vibration between filler 

particles inside of the TSHD-costed radiation composite binder resin and the 

thermal diffusion effect of the resin allow the dissipation of excessive heat 

to the outdoor air and cooling of the base surface of an LED module 

and/or the surface of a radiation pin. This TSHD coating technique can 

contribute to the enhancement of the optical efficiency by preventing 

overheating of an LED module and the improvement in the reliability by 

stabilizing the output of an optical component. Moreover, the TSHD coating 

technique suppresses the heat deterioration of the LED and circuits to extent 

the life span of the lamps. In addition, the TSHD coating technique prevents 

corrosion, which may be caused by sea water and salt, resulting in an 

increase in durability. The analysis of a test sample with a TSHD coating 

technique shows that the TSHD coated sample is durable in sea water, sea 

wind, and salt environments, as well as is shock resistant.
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Figure 6-11 Heat radiation principals of TSHD coat.

As shown in Figure 6-12, a comparison of the THSD-coated samples and 

non-TSHD-coated samples shows that the amount of heat generated on the 

LED module surface can be decreased by 10℃.
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Figure 6-12 Comparisons for (a) the TSHD-coated and

(b) non-TSHD-coated samples.

Six groups of non-TSHD-coated 60-W LED modules were installed in 

lamps, and the input electric power level was measured along with the 

temperature of an LED module with a thermal infrared camera. Then, six 

groups of TSHD-coated 60-W modules were installed in the same type of 

lamp, and the input electric power level and the temperature of an LED 

module were measured with a thermal infrared camera.

This study shows that it is necessary to provide additional measures to cope 

with overheating issues that arise because of an increase in the illuminating 

power level of an LED fishing lamp to 360 W. Although a TSHD coating 

technique is effective for reducing the temperature to a certain level, it is 

still not enough.

Currently, a number of suggestions have been made for the utilization of a 

natural conduction phenomenon to reduce the temperature without changing 
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the appearance of the structure, and an air passage has been created on the 

horizontal radiation pin located on the front side for natural conduction from 

these suggestions.
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6.5 Simulation of LED fishing lamp

Owing to its unique lamination feature, an metal halide lamp is limited to 

the use of only 24% of the light. On the other hand, an LED lamp can 

focus its light onto the sea; consequently, its percentage of light used almost 

reaches 80%. The enhancement of the final optical efficiency of an LED 

fishing lamp to 75 lm/W would result in a rated capacity of 500-W and 85 

lm/W to 450-W.

Howeverm it is not feasible to manufacture a 500-W LED fishing lamp 

considering the technical issues along with practical conditions such as 

installation and maintenance. Therefore, the goal of this work was modified 

to the realization of a 300-W LED fishing lamp with a rated capacity of 85 

lm/W. It was agreed that the number of lamps to be installed would be 

about 1.4-1.5 times the previous metal lamps.

The luminosity distribution on the water surface and the underwater 

illumination intensity of the previously designed LED fishing lamp, as 

shown in Figure 6-16, were interpreted with a ReLUX program. It should 

be noted that an LED fishing lamp is directional unlike an metal halide 

lamp, so its underwater illumination intensity can be varied over the 

supporting method. Therefore, the luminosity distribution varied over the 

supporting method must be considered for the luminosity distribution on the 

water surface and underwater illumination intensity with supporting angles of 

0° and 20°, respectively.
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Figure 6-13 Installation conditions for the interpretation of illumination 

distribution of LED fishing lamps.

Figure 6-14 shows the changes in the luminous intensity on the water 

surface as a function of the metal halide ship distance/LED ship distance, 

which depends on the supporting angle. LFL-1 is the first trial LED fishing 

lamp, and the LFL-2 is the second trial LED fishing lamp. As seen in the 

Figure 6-14, the illumination distribution for MHL at a supporting angle of 

0° is higher up to 8 m from the water surface than for LFL-2. In addition, 

the illumination distribution for LFL-2 at a supporting angle of 20° is 

higher up to 15 m from the water surface, but LHL is higher after 15 m. 

Figure 6-15 shows the illumination distributions for an MHL sifhin ship and 

an LED fishing ship for a supporting angle with 0.01 lx as a standard, 

known to be the illumination intensity prefered by squids.
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As revealed in the Figure 6-18, a metal halide lamp (MHL) forms a deeper 

illumination distribution at a supporting angle of 0°, but a LED fishing 

lamp (LFL-2) forms a deeper illumination distribution at a supporting angle 

of 20°. Considering the aforementioned analysis results and expert opinions, 

the supporting angle for an LED fishing lamp has been agreed to be 

15-20°.
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Figure 6-14 Illumination distributions of metal halide lamp (MHL) and  

LED fishing lamp (LFL) on the water surface – Supporting            

angle of 0 (a), Supporting angle of 20 (b).
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Figure 6-15 Illumination curves of metal halide lamp (MHL) and LED 

fishing lamp (LFL, 0.01lx) - Supporting angle of 0 (a) and of 20 (b).
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The structure of an LED fishing ship, which is currently being studies in 

Japan, is a bluish flat-plate-type. The illumination distribution of these LED 

fishing ships can have shaded areas on the stern and stem of the ship, as 

shown in Figure 6-16.

A test executed solely with a flat-plate-type LED fishing lamp shows a 

significant decrease in the amount of fish caught; thus, the current 

combination of LED and metal halide fishing lamps is being studied. This 

work focused on the variation of the amount of fish caught with the 

combination of LED and metal halide fishing lamps. A number of similar 

studies have been executed in South Korea, as well.

However, this work aims to develop a fishing ship installed only with LED 

fishing lamps. This, a quadrant radial LED fishing lamp with a 180° angle 

of vision is primarily designed so that the lamp has an illumination curve 

similar to that of an metal halide lamp. In addition, LED fishing lamps are 

installed on the stem and stern so that the water surface illuminance curve 

is the same as in Figure 6-17. This configuration of LED fishing lamps was 

installed and tested on a ship.
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Figure 6-16 (a) Illuminance simulation and (b) light distribution 

of flat-type LED fishing lamp.

Figure 6-17 (a) Illumination simulation and (b) light distribution 

of quadrant radial LED fishing lamp.
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Even though the optical power and specifications of a fishing lamp are 

essential, the supporting angle and the number of installed LED fishing 

lamps play a significant role in the illuminance curves and illumination 

distribution directions.

Moreover, the importance of the rolling of a ship, which is a type of 

motion of a ship, can never be underestimated. When the ship is at 

standstill for fishing, the body of the ship would slant owing to exernal 

forces such as waves, eventually rotate towards the centroid because of the 

dynamic stability of the ship, and then slant to the opposite side again. 

When a ship is stabilized with no rolling, this would not be a significant 

issu. However, the stability of lighting has a significant effect on the fishing 

performance in unfavorable weather conditions.

Therefore, certain level of rolling, i.e. 15°, was simulated. Through this 

simulation, the illumination distribution features for metal halide and LED 

fishing lamps were determined for different levels of rolling for a ship 

during fishing.

120 LED fishing lamps were installed, which is 1.5 times the average 

number of fishing lamps, to secure a proper level of illumination power. 

The fundamental structure of the ship was the same as in the previous 

studies. The supporting angle was set to be 15° for the simulations, which 

is within the range of the actual supporting angles.

Figure 6-18 show the performance with rolling for metal halide and LED 

fihsing lamps. For an metal halide fishing lamp, the range of changes in the 
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illumination with rolling at a specific angle is less than that of an LED 

fishing lamp. This can be used to ascertain the stability of lighting for 

jigging squids, which are highly sensitive to light.

Figure 6-18 Rolling of metal halide lamp and LED fishing lamp.
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6.6 Pilot Test

For the last 10 years, an LED fishing lamp has been studied as the next 

generation of fishing lamp in many nations. Until now, several types of 

LED fishing lamps varying in shape, illuminating power, and operation 

method, have been studied and tested for the fishing of squid, tailfish, 

mackerel, Pacific saury, etc. Despite these efforts, an LED fishing lamp has 

several issues in therms of illuminating power, amount of fish caught, 

convenience, price, and others; consequently, its commercialization has been 

delayed later than expected.

The fundamental issue for an LED fishing lamp is a decrease in the amount 

of fish caught. Some studies executed in South Korea and Japan have tried 

to resolve this issue by using an LED fishing lamp in combination with an 

metal halide fishing lamp. This combination of two different types of fishing 

lamps may be on possible solution but still fails to fully reflect the 

advantages of LED fishing lamps. For securing the reliability of an LED 

fishing lamp as an efficient fishing tool, LED fishing lamps with improved 

fishing capacity should be studied

In this section, the fishing capacity of common squid with an improved 

LED fishing lamp has been investigated in cooperation with the research 

ship of Kangwon Provincial University, as in the previous study.

A pilot test of the improved LED fishing lamp was executed with 

“Haesong” (24 tons), a research ship of Kangwon Provincial University, a 

total of 15 times: 10 times between June 15th to July 27th in 2009 and 5 
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times between January 17th to August 4th in 2010. To compare the fishing 

capacities of an LED fishing lamp and an metal halide fishing lamp, the 

amounts of fish caught using a controlled fishing lamp were investigated as 

well.

The LED fishing lamp was designed to be 1/2 of a hexahedron for a light 

distribution of 180° from left to right, and a 50-W LED module was placed 

at each side. The total weight was about 3.5 kg. The rated power 

consumption of the LED fishing lamp was 150 W, and a total of 72 LED 

fishing lamps were installed on the stem, stern, port, and starboard at a 

ratio of 2:1 for LED fishing lamps with color temperature of 6,000 K and 

3,000 K. In contrast, an LED fishing lamp was designed in 2010 as a dual 

structure considering the illumination distribution on the left and right and 

up and down, as shown in Figure 6-19. A total of 71 300-W LED fishing 

lamps (illuminating power of 21.3 kW) was installed.

Figure 6-19 LED fishing lamp of 150 W (a) and 300 W (b).
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The numbers of automatic jigging machines and crews of Haesong were 7-8 

and 3, respectively (Table 6-1). Haesong usually leaves from the port in the 

afternoon, turns on the fishing lamps at sunset to commence fishing, and 

finishes at dawn, running in a schedule of two days and on night. The 

amount of fish caught, sized of sample squids, the amount of oil consumed 

were assessed by researchers who embarked on the ship to assess and 

compare these data to a controlled fishing ship (12-79 tons) for the same 

day. As summarized in Table 6-1, the illuminating powers were usually 120 

kW, 102 kW, and 141 kW for the controlled fishing ships installed with 

metal halide fishing lamps corresponding to A to Z, and the number of 

installed automatic jigging machines and crews were about 10-18 and 2-7, 

respectively. This pilot study was conducted at depths of 158-1,500 m in 

the central area of the East Sea shown in Figure 6-20.
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Figure 6-20 Location of operation sites for the Haesong-ho squid jigging 

experiments of 2009 – 2010 off Gangwon-do.

An oval flow meter (Dong Yang, DTFM-X), which is known to have a 

superior degree of precision, was installed on each main apparatus and 

auxiliary apparatus in the engine room as shown in Figure 6-21. The 

amount of fuel consumption has been investigated since June 24th, 2009.
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Figure 6-21 Flow-meter installed in the engine room og Haesong-ho.
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Vessel Gross 
tonnage

Num.
of 

crew

Number of 
autimatic 

jigging machine

Fishing lamp

Type
Num. 

of 
lamp

Electric 
power
(kW)

Haesong
-ho 24 3 7

LED
(150W/300W) 72/71 10.8/21.3

A 29 7 14 MH
(1.5kW) 80 120

B 29 5 14
MH

(1.5kW) 80 120

C 29 5 14 MH
(1.5kW)

80 120

D 45 6 16 MH
(1.5kW) 80 120

E 12 2 10 MH
(1.5kW) 68 102

F 79 5 18
MH

(1.5kW) 94 141

G 29 5 18 MH
(1.5kW)

80 120

H 29 5 14 MH
(1.5kW) 80 120

I 24 6 14 MH
(1.5kW) 80 120

J 24 6 14
MH

(1.5kW) 80 120

Table 6-1 Principal particulars of the metal halide vessel (A-J) and LED    
          vessel of Haesong-ho.
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The fuel consumption required in pilot tests for Haesong is listed in Table 

6-2. The fuel consumption can be divided into sailing and fishing purposes. 

For fishing for 3.9-14.7 hours, the percentages of fuel consumption for 

sailing and for fishing were 57.2-94.2% and 5.8-42.8%, respectively. At a 

ratio of 5:1, most of the fuel was consumed for sailing. The fuel 

consumption per fishing hour was 4.9-14.6 ℓ with an average of 9.2 ℓ. As 

the usual fuel consumption for a general metal halide fishing ship is about 

500 ℓ, it can be clearly seen that a significant amount for fuel can be 

saved by installing LED fishing lamps. 

The amounts of fish caught for Haesong and conditioned metal halide 

fishing ships are summarized in Table 6-3. The amount of fish caught is 

divided into two fishing types: hand fishing and automatic jigging machines. 

The amount of fish caught by the Haesong significantly varied over a range 

of 12 - 1,640 fish caught, with an average of 652 fish caught. The amounts 

of fish caught by automatic jigging machines and hand fishing were 547 

and 105 on an average, respectively, where the amount of fish caught for 

automatic jigging machines was 5.2 times higher than that for hand fishing.

For the 10 controlled metal halide fishing ships, the amounts of fish caught 

varied significantly as well, with a range of 40 – 4,800 fish caught with an 

average of 2,055 fish caught. The amounts of fish caught by automatic 

jigging machines and hand fishing were 946 and 1108 on an average, 

respectively, where the amount of fish caught for jigging machines was 1.2 

times higher than that for hand fishing. Therefore, the average amount of 

fish caught for the pilot test fishing ships with an illuminating power of 
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10.8 kW or 21.3 kW was 120 kW, which is only about 31.7% of the 

controlled metal halide fishing ship with an illuminationg power of 120 kW. 

The size of the sample squids were in the range of 14-26 cm (21.8 cm in 

average).
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LED vessel

Haesong-ho

Date
Fuel consumption (ℓ) Fishing

hours
Fuel 

consumption 
rate (ℓ/h)Voyage LED lighting

In 2009

6.24-25 101.6(57.7%) 74.4(43.3%) 9.7 7.7
6.25-26 127(57.2%) 95(42.8%) 9.7 9.8
6.27-28 159(67.3%) 77.2(32.7%) 8.9 8.7
7.13-14 248(65.1%) 133.1(34.9%) 10.4 12.8
7.15-16 178(72.6%) 67.1(27.4%) 9.7 6.9
7.16-17 247.8(62.9%) 145.9(37.1%) 10.0 14.6
7.26-27 728(93.8%) 48(6.2%) 9.8 4.9

In 2010

1.17-18 520(84.0%) 99(16.0%) 14.7 6.7

7.26-27 426(80.5%) 103(19.5%) 10.7 9.6

7.27-28 589(94.2%) 36(5.8%) 3.9 9.2

7.29-30 919(91.6%) 84(8.4%) 8.5 9.9

8.3 - 4 1019(92.3%) 85(7.7%) 8.7 9.8

Total 5262.6 1047.7 114.7

Average 9.2

Table 6-2 Fuel consumption level of the voyage and LED lighting of      
          vessel, Haesong-ho. The percentage of the voyage and LED    
          lighting is given in brackets. 
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Vessel Lamp 
& fishing

 In 2009
6.15
 -16

6.18
 -19

6.22
 -23

6.24
 -25

6.25
 -26

6.27
 -28

7.13
 -14

7.15
 -16

7.16
 -17

7.26
 -27

Haesong
-ho LED

AJM 390 594 1220 776 660 428 706 174 134 272
HF 50 20 400 250 140 140 20 240 0 38
Tot. 440 614 1620 1026 800 568 726 414 134 310

B MH
AJM 1544 760 400
HF 2316 760 600
Tot. 3860 1520 1000

C MH
AJM 1460 600
HF 1460 1300
Tot. 2920 1900

D MH
AJM 372
HF 868
Tot. 1240

E MH
AJM 460
HF 0
Tot. 460

F MH
AJM 1570
HF 1570
Tot. 3140

G MH
AJM 420
HF 980
Tot. 1400

H MH
AJM 650
HF 650
Tot. 1300

In 2010
1.17
-18

7.26
-27

7.27
-28

7.29
-30

8.3
-4

Haesong
-ho LED

AJM 1640 140 12 460 600
HF 0 0 0 140 140
Tot. 1640 140 12 600 740

A MH
AJM 3360 1360
HF 1440 2040
Tot. 4800 3400

B MH
AJM 180
HF 260
Tot. 440

I MH
AJM 40
HF 0
Tot. 40

J MH
AJM 1020
HF 2380
Tot. 3400

Table 6-3 Number of squid caught on the automatic jigging machine and   
          hand line fishing of two different fishing lamp vessel (LED,     
          MH) in 2009 ~ 2010.
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The amounts of fish caught by hand fishing with one crew and by one 

automatic jigging machine of the pilot test fishing ship with LED fishing 

lamps were compared to the controlled fishing ships with metal halide 

fishing lamps as shown in Figure 6-22. The amount of fish caught by the 

pilot test fishing ship with LED fishing lamps was as high as 133, but the 

controlled fishing ships with metal halide fishing lamps caught 436 and 130 

fish by hand fishing with one crew and by one automatic jigging machine, 

respectively. For the pilot test fishing ship with LED fishing lamps, the 

fishing ratio of hand fishing to automatic jigging machines was 50.8:49.2 

and the ratio for the controlled fishing ships with metal halide fishing lamps 

was 86.4:13.6. In other words, the difference in the amount of fish caught 

might have been caused by the fact that the fishing rate for hand fishing is 

higher for the fishing ship with metal halide fishing lamps and people can 

more easily catch fish than automatic jigging machines.
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Figure 6-22 Comparison of squid quantity between hand line and one line 

of automatic jigging machine for the LED fishing vessel and metal halide 

fishing vessel. The number of squid caught per hand line and a single  

roller of the automatic jigging machine.

In addition, the amounts of fish caught by one automatic jigging machine 

on the LED fishing ships and metal halide fishing ships were compared in 

Figure 6-23. For a total of 15 fishing expeditions, the amount of fish 

caught by one automatic jigging machine on the LED fishing ship was 

similar or larger than that of the metal halide fishing ship, except for the 

4th fishing expedition.
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Figure 6-23 Comparison of squid quantity per automatic jigging machine 

between LED fishing lamp and metal halide lamp.

The fuel consumption for a squid fishing ship can significantly vary 

according to the size of the ship; the number of days of sailing; the 

distance between a port and a fishery; the fishing periods, which may differ 

from the summer to the winter; and the fishery conditions. An and Jang in 

2011 reported that the fuel expense for a squid jigging ship accounts for 

29.0-43.8% of the total 32.8-47.2% of the total expenses, and 53.4-70.4% of 

the direct expense. Moreover, Yamashita et al. (2011) reported that the 

average fuel consumption for an metal halide fishing lamp ship (160 kW) 

and an LED fishing lamp ship (159 kW) from departure to return to the 
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port is 966.8ℓ, and about 60% of the consumed fuel, which is about 597.6 

ℓ, is for fishing. In addition, Tamashita et al. (2011) reported that the use 

of only LED fishing lamps can save about 63% of the fuel consumed as 

compared to the concurrent usage of LED fishing lamps and metal halide 

fishing lamps. This work supports the aforementioned study results, as the 

total amount of fuel consumed from departure to return to the port was 

found to be 5,262.6 ℓ. Further, the amount of fuel consumed for fishing 

was 1,047.7 ℓ or 19.9% of the total fuel consumption, and the fuel 

consumed in on fishing hour was 9.2 ℓ. Even though our results indicate 

that the installation of LED fishing lamps would definitely conserve fuel 

additional studies are required to estimate these fuel savings in detail.

In other studies, it was shown that the total amount of fish caught by a 

fishing ship using only LED fishing lamps is less that of a fishing ship 

using metal halide fishing lamps, which agrees with the results of this pilot 

study.

The amount of fish caught by a fishing ship using only LED fishing lamps 

was about 31.7% of the amount of fish caught by a fishing ship using 

metal halide fishing lamps. This could be caused by the differences between 

the pilot test fishing ship and an actual fishing ship, the excellent hand 

fishing skills of the experienced crew, and the smaller illuminating power of 

the LED fishing lamp as compared to the metal halide fishing lamp.

The development history of a fishing lamp could be interpreted as the 

history of the development of illuminating power. The fishing capacity of an 

LED fishing lamp requires a certain level of illuminating power. An 
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increase in the illuminating power of a fishing lamp can be assumed as the 

expansion of the optical area in which targeted fish can be jigged. 

Therefore, it is important to expand the optical area of an LED fishing 

lamp in order to improve the fishing capacity of an LED fishing lamp. 

Hence, a blue LED, which has superior penetration even at great depths, is 

used. However, we cannot ascertain whether or not the jigging capacity of a 

blue LED superior, and it is not possible to increase the level of the 

illuminating power of an LED fishing lamp, as the radiation capacity of 

fishing lamps and LED semiconductor devices are still in development. As 

for this work, the illuminating power eas enhanced by 10.5 kW in a pilot 

test in 2009, but it is not clearly demonstrated that this change led to any 

changes in a catch amount, as various factors including changes in squid 

population, illuminating power level, and fishery could affect the amount of 

fish caught.

The squid jigging ship caught fish with land fishing and automatic jigging 

machines, and as summarized in Table 6-3, Haesong mostly relied on 

automatic jigging machines for fishing because it was not designed for 

jigging squids, and the crews were not skillful enough. On the other hand, 

the metal halide fishing ships heavily relied on hand fishing rather than 

automatic jigging machines, and the ship was highly dependent on automatic 

jigging machines only during the winter, when a shoal of squids was 

located in deep sea water. During the summer season from June to 

September, a shoal of squids is widely distributed, even near the surface, 

and hand fishing would be advantageous during this season.
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Despite this, it would be more important to focus on the enhancement of 

the fishing capacity of automatic jigging machines, as the population of 

fishermen will be lower in the future. The total amount of squid caught for 

the MH fishing ship was shown to be higher, but Figure 5 shows that the 

catch amount of one automatic jigging machine installed on LED fishing 

ships was larger than one automatic jigging machine installed on MH 

fishing ships. This might be due to the larger number of installed automatic 

jigging machines for LED fishing ships and demonstrates the high fishing 

potential of an LED fishing lamp.

The aforementioned data shows that the fishing capacity of an LED fishing 

lamp is less than an metal halide fishing lamp and still cannot satisfy the 

requirements of fishermen. Therefore, the future development of an LED 

fishing lamp should emphasize the enhancement of the fishing capacity of 

an LED fishing lamp and additional fishing techniques that are suitable 

when using an LED fishing lamp.

The fishing capacity for cuttlefish for an improved LED fishing lamp has 

been investigated in cooperation with a research ship provided by Kangwon 

Provincial University. This ship, called “Haesong” (24 tons), was installed 

with 72 150-kW LED fishing lamps in total and tested 10 times from June 

15th to July 27th in 2009 and tested again with 71,300-kW LED fishing 

lamps five times from January 17th to August 4th in 2010. To compare the 

fishing capacities of an LED fishing lamp and an metal halide fishing lamp, 

the amount of fish caught for a 120-kW controlled fishing ship from the 

same fishery were assessed during the same period.
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The amount of fuel consumption required in the pilot tests for Haesong are 

summarized in Table 6-2. Fuel consumption was divided into two groups for 

sailing and fishing purposes. When fishing for 3.9–14.7 h, the percentages 

of fuel consumption for sailing and fishing were 57.2–94.2% and 5.8–42.8%, 

respectively. Most of the fuel was consumed for sailing at a ratio of 5:1. ℓ, 

with an average of 9.2 ℓ. The typical fuel consumption for a general MH 

fishing ship is about 500 ℓ, and it is clearly concluded that a significant 

amount of fuel can be saved by installing LED fishing lamps.

The total amount of fuel consumed for Haesong from departure to return to 

the port was found to be 5,262.6 ℓ, and the amount of fuel consumed for 

fishing was 1,047.7 ℓ, which is of 19.9% of the total fuel consumption. The 

fuel consumed in 1 h of fishing was 9.2 ℓ on an average.

The average amount of fish caught for the LED fishing ship was 652, and 

the amount of fish caught for the 10 controlled metal halide fishing ships 

was 2,055 fish with a range of 40–4,800 fish. The jigging of squids was 

usually executed with both hand fishing and automatic jigging machines.

For the pilot test fishing ship with LED fishing lamps, a fishing ratio for 

hand fishing to the automatic jigging machine was 50.8:49.2, and the ratio 

for the controlled fishing ships using metal halide fishing lamps was 

86.4:13.6, which shows that hand fishing is more likely to be used on an 

metal halide fishing ship.

However, the amount of fish caught for one automatic jigging machine of 

an LED  was either similar or higher than that of an metal halide fishing 
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ship, but more work is needed to improve the fishing capacity when using 

an LED fishing lamp.
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Chapter 7. Efficiency Improvement of LED Chip

7.1 Motivation

Light emitting diode (LED), in spite of their low luminous efficiency in the 

first states of development, have now been widely applied in the lighting 

industry and has demonstrated energy savings of up to 75% in comparison 

to incandescent lighting [76]. Advances in semiconductor technology have 

resulted in LED being used for general lighting purposes in houses, 

buildings and even fishery industry, which has led to demands for 

high-intensity, high-brightness LED and even LED modules generating 

specific light patterns [77].

In fishery industry, especially fishing for common squids, we need higher 

intensity and brightness of fishing lamp, which can also flash the specific 

pattern such as a circular beam for gathering and trapping a common squid. 

In order to improve the extraction efficiency of the LED and generate the 

specific patterns emitted from the LED for fishing a common squid, we 

suggested diffractive optical elements (DOEs) that can improve the extraction 

efficiency and simultaneously generate the specific patterns.

To improve the extraction efficiency, patterned sapphire substrate [78] and 

n-GaN roughening [79], as well as changes to the structure (lateral to 

vertical) have been developed. Despite these efforts, satisfactory outcomes 

have not been achieved, and this is hindering the development and 

optimization of new technologies. In addition, packaging and modularizing 

LED lighting increase costs and prevent entering and expanding volume to 
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meet lighting market expansion. The optics industry is also investigating 

diffractive optical elements (DOEs), which are widely used in 

beam-generation devices [80], micro-lenses [81], displays [82], and even 

LED lighting [83] and solar cells [84]. DOE research has been aimed at 

improving the performance of these optical systems, and the research can be 

divided into three main categories: design, generation of patterns, and 

replicating DOEs. Developing the pattern replication methods can meet the 

low-cost and high-volume requirements of the industry.

To replicate DOEs, several researches have been intensively developed, 

including diamond milling [85], soft lithography (or imprinting) [86], direct 

writing [87, 88], sol-gel spin-coating [89], and LIGA [90]. Diamond milling 

is simple and accurate but not cost-effective. Soft lithography and sol-gel 

methods do not meet the requirements of precise alignment, although they 

are useful for mass production. Direct writing enables highly accurate 

fabrication but increases the process time and cost. Furthermore, owing to 

their optical properties, glass substrates are the best candidate for DOEs; 

however, methods currently used for micro- and nano-scale fabrication on 

glass are unsuitable because they use direct deep-etching [91] or chemical 

wet-etching processes [92].

Therefore, in this study, we developed a simple method for fabricating 

subnanoscale, SiO2-based thin DOEs on a 6-in glass substrate using 

conventional semiconductor fabrication processes. method was found to be 

cost effective and fully compatible with the current semiconducting processes 

for mass-producing DOEs. By combining a discrete-type optical device with 
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an LD module, we showed that line- and square-shaped light was emitted 

from the light module. Additionally, we also applied a double layer lens set 

consisting of a focal Fresnel lens and beam shaping DOEs to a light 

emitting diode (LED) module, and demonstrated the light-gathering effect.
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7.2 Diffractive Optical Elements (DOEs)

Diffractive optical elements (DOEs), defined as uses a thin micro structure 

pattern to alter the phase of light propagated through it. This phase 

transition can manipulate the light to almost any desired intensity profile and 

shape. Especially, beam shaping DOEs are becoming an essential part of 

many optical systems. As shown in Figure 7-1, DOEs, designed by 

computer generation hologram method, can make a specific shape of beam 

such as circle, spot, line and square without the loss of light.

Figure 7-1 Diffractive optical elements and its principle.
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Beam shaping can enhance performance in optical lithography, laser-based 

materials processing, direct laser writing, surgical applications and optical 

data storage.
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7.3 Fabrication of DOE-LED Chip

A lateral-type light emitting diode (LED) was first fabricated by using a 

conventional semiconducting method. A 1.5 um thick n-GaN layer was 

grown on a (0001) sapphire substrate by using meta-organic chemical vapor 

deposition (MO-CVD) [93], followed by the growth of 5 nm thick multiple 

quantum well laters, and also followed by the deposition of a 0.25 um thick 

p-GaN layer. Figure 7-2 shows the as-fabricated GaN-based LED.

Figure 7-2 SEM image of top surface of GaN-based LED.
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The upper side of the lens set is a beam shaping DOE such as line- and 

square-shaping elements, and it converts the light passing through focal 

Fresnel lens to line- and square-shaped output light. The bottom side is a 

focal Fresnel lens to concentrate the light emitted from the LD/LED light 

source. Figure 7-3 shows a discrete-type optical device with SiO2-based thin 

diffractive optical elements.

 

Figure 7-3 Conceptual diagram of a discrete-type optical device with 

SiO2-based thin diffractive optical elements. 

At first, we begin with designing the patterns of focal Fresnel, line- and 

square-shaping DOEs by a computer-generated hologram method. Based on 

commercial simulation programs such as MATLAB and Virtual Lab (Light 
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Trans Co.), and optimized the designs as shown in Figure 7-4. Then, we 

converted the optimized designs and images into GDS file format for 

making the photomask by e-beam lithography. 
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Figure 7-4 The designs and images of (a) focal Fresnel lens,            

(b) line- and (c) square-shaped DOEs.
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Figure 7-5 describes the simple fabrication procedures of DOEs. We 

prepared a six-inch 4X photo-mask with 350-600 nm of critical dimension 

based the design and simulation results for a six-inch glass substrate (Eagle 

2000 glass), as shown in Figure 7-4. Silicon dioxide (SiO2), with a 

reflective index of 1.45, was uniformly deposited on the glass wafer with a 

thickness of 650 um by ion-coupled plasma enhanced chemical vapor 

deposition (PE-CVD) and its target thickness was 400-600 nm. During the 

deposition process, the RF forward power and chamber pressure were fixed 

at 6 W and 900 mTorr, respectively. The gas flows of 5% SiH4 and N2O 

were fixed at 1,200 sccm and 1,800 sccm. The total process time was 364 

s. Because the DOE is fabricated on the glass substrate, it has several 

problems such as the peeling of SiO2 deposited on the glass and melting of 

the glass when it is subjected to thermal processes. We therefore used 

PE-CVD, which works at a lower temperature than atmospheric pressure 

chemical vapor deposition (AP-CVD) or low-pressure chemical vapor 

deposition (LP-CVD).

After the deposition of SiO2 on the glass substrate, we measured its 

thickness and uniformity with an ellipsometer (Elli-SE, Ellipso Technology 

Co., Ltd.). A photoresist (DHK-BF 424, Dongjin Semichem Co., Ltd.) was 

coated on the glass substrate at a speed of 4,000 rpm and baked softly at a 

temperature of 100 ℃ for 90 s. This was followed by coating with a 

bottom anti-reflective coating material (BARC) (DARC131, Dongjin 

Semichem Co., Ltd.) on the SiO2 layer at a speed of 4,000 rpm and curing 

at 100 ℃ for 60 s. The target thickness of the BARC and PR coatings 

were 58 and 660 nm, respectively.
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With the glass substrate deposited with SiO2 and coated with BARC and 

PR, we performed the pattern process using a conventional KrF Deep UV 

(ASML PAS 300C) with a 248 nm light source. The illumination mode was 

the conventional mode with 25 mJ of exposure energy and a focal length of 

0.6 um. The development was carried out for 60 s after additional 

post-exposure baking for 60 s at 110 ℃. We used inductively-coupled 

plasma (ICP)-asher to remove BARC layer under the PR for the purpose of 

opening the SiO2 layer.

The SiO2 layer was then etched using an ICP etcher (Oxford Plasmalab 

System 100). During the dry etching process, the gas flows of O2 and C4F8 

were fixed at 5 sccm and 45 sccm, respectively, under a base pressure of 

7.5 X 10-6 mTorr. The forward power and ICP power were 100 W and 

2,000 W, respectively. We performed the dry etching for 2 min, and the 

etch rate was 2,600 Å/min. Finally, the remaining PR and BARC layers 

were removed by dipping into piranha solution at 130 ℃.
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Figure 7-5 Fabrication details of diffractive optical elements 

by conventional semiconducting method.
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7.4 Analysis of LED Chip Integrated With DOEs

Figure 7-6 shows wafer-scale SiO2-based DOEs fabricated on a six-inch 

glass substrate, including a focal Fresnel lens, line- and square-shaping 

DOEs, and SEM images of the patterned SiO2 layer as a diffraction layer.

Figure 7-6 Photo and images of six-inch wafer-scale diffractive optical 

elements (DOEs): (a) photo of final sample; and SEM images of 

the patterned SiO2 used as a diffractive layer: (b) focal Fresnel

lens, (c) line-shaping DOEs, and (d) square-shaping DOEs.
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To confirm the performance of DOEs fabricated by the conventional 

semiconducting method, we applied our DOEs to an LD and LED module. 

As shown in the inset images in Figure 7-7, we combined a focal Fresnel 

lens with line- and square-shaping DOEs and measured the output light 

passing through the Fresnel lens and beam shaping DOE lens set, while 

varying the focal length of Fresnel lens and the light source of the LD 

module.

Figure 7-7 Schematic vies (insets) and resultant images of discrete-type

optical devices consisting of focal Fresnel lens with (a) line-shaping 

DOEs and (b) square-shaping DOEs, excited using blue 

and green LD modules, respectively.
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In both cases, the discrete-type optical devices consisted of a focal Fresnel 

lens (bottom layer) and a beam shaping DOE (top layer) mounted onto the 

top surface of the blue and green LD modules. When the focal length 

between the LD module and the lens set was 770 um, we could obtain 

optimum line and square shapes of output light. In Figure 7-7, we can 

clearly observe the line-shaped and square-shaped output light. Finally, we 

used these DOEs with a conventional lateral-type LED module to show the 

beam-shaping effect, and simultaneously to improve the light-gathering effect 

of the LED. Figure 7-8 shows the schematic views of the LED modules 

combined only with the focal Fresnel lens and Figure 7-7 shows a 

double-layer structure of focal Fresnel lens and line-shaping DOEs. We first 

measured the output light using only the focal Fresnel lens, as shown in 

Figure 7-7, and observed a light-gathering effect; however, this effect was 

not very significant. This result is considered to arise from the focal length 

mismatch owing to the structure of the LED module and the characteristics 

of the LED such as a broad wavelength, which differs from the LD. To 

increase the light-gathering effect, we arranged the LED-based discrete 

optical devices as shown in the inset image of Figure 7-8 (b). The light 

passing through the focal Fresnel lens gathers once again using the 

line-shaping DOE, and now, a brighter light is observed than in the case of 

Figure 7-8 (a), describing an effect similar to texturing of the LED chip.
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Figure 7-8 Schematic views of LED module combined with only focal

 Fresnel lens (a) and with focal Fresnel lens and line-shaped DOE (b), 

and resultant images of output light.
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7.5 Direct Patterning of DOEs on the surface of LED

In previous section, we introduced a new method to improve the efficiency 

of LED chip by using a diffractive optical elements. Here, we are 

introducing again an advanced method to improve the efficiency and 

simultaneously simplify the fabrication procedures. we report the 

development of a simple method for fabricating submicro- and nano-scale 

SiO2-based thin DOEs using conventional complementary metal–oxide–

semiconductor (CMOS) processes. We demonstrate direct fabrication on the 

flat surface of lateral-type LEDs using nano-imprinting technology and the 

performance of SiO2-based thin DOEs as focal Fresnel lenses.

We used a conventional method to fabricate the lateral-type LEDs. A 1.5-μ

m-thick n-GaN layer was grown on a (0001) sapphire substrate using 

MOCVD [7-18], followed by the growth of 5-nm-thick multiple-quantum-well 

layers and the deposition of a 0.25-μm-thick p-GaN layer. We directly 

fabricated DOEs on a SiO2 layer of these conventional lateral-type LEDs 

using nano-imprinting technology. Figure 7-9 shows a schematic view of the 

lateral-type LED patterned with SiO2-based thin DOEs on the flat, top 

surface of LED.
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Figure 7-9 A lateral-type LED with SiO2-based thin DOEs: 

(a) schematic view of device and (b) top view.
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Prior to making the silicon master and soft-mold imprint stamps, the DOE 

patterns were designed as focal Fresnel lenses by using a 

computer-generated hologram method. We first simulated the focal Fresnel 

lenses and optimized the designs according to the focal length. Based on the 

simulation results, we chose a focal length of 200 μm to concentrate the 

light emitted from the active region of the LED and constructed a 

photomask to replicate the DOE patterns on the silicon substrate. 

As described in previous work, the imprinting stamps were fabricated by a 

typical CMOS and replication process. Figure 7-10 illustrates the steps 

involved in preparing the silicon master and soft mold.
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Figure 7-10 Fabrication procedure for silicon master and soft mold.
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A photoresist was spin-coated onto a silicon substrate, and the patterning 

process was performed using a KrF stepper based on the optimized DOE 

design shown in Figure 11(a); deep reactive ion etching (RIE) was then 

conducted. Structures on the silicon master were replicated onto a 

polyurethaneacrylate (PUA) mold by UV imprinting to obtain a flexible 

polymer mold as shown in Figure 11(b). Prior to imprinting, the PUA mold 

was treated by vapor phase deposition of trichloro (1H,1H,2H-2H- 

perfluorootyl) silane (97%, Sigma-Aldrich Co.) to improve the detachment of 

the PUA mold from the imprinted film.

Figure 7-11 Diffractive optical element for the focal Fresnel lens:        

(a) Computer Aided Design and (b) the micrograph of soft mold.
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Figure 12 outlines the patterning procedure for the SiO2-based thin DOEs. A 

SiO2 thin film with a target thickness of 550 nm was deposited onto the 

lateral-type LED using ion-coupled plasma enhanced chemical vapor 

deposition (PECVD; Uniaxis). During the deposition process, the RF forward 

power and chamber pressure were fixed at 60 W and 900 mTorr, 

respectively. The deposition was performed in 5% SiH4 of 1,200 sccm and 

N2O of 1,800 sccm for 364 s. After the deposition, a 200-nm-thick 

polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA; 955 PMMA A3, Microchem) file was 

spin-coated onto the SiO2 at 1,000 rpm for 60 s, followed by pre-baking on 

a hot plate at 170 °C for 5 min. A UV-curable imprint resin 

(NIP-SC28LV400, ChemOptics) was then spin-coated onto the PMMA layer 

at 2,500 rpm for 60 s. The replicated and pre-treated PUA soft mold was 

positioned on the substrate onto which the LED array was fabricated and 

pressed using a nano-imprinter (NIL-8, Obducat) with an applied pressure of 

20 bar for 5 min at room temperature. To induce the photochemical 

reaction, the substrate with the PUA soft mold was exposed to 365-nm UV 

light at an intensity of 25 mW/cm2 for 2 min. After detaching the PUA 

soft mold, the DOE patterns were transferred to the imprint resin. 

After performing the nano-imprinting process, SiO2 layer was dry etched 

using an ion-coupled plasma etcher (ICP; Oxford Plasma Lab System 100) 

with O2 and C4F8 gas flows of 5 sccm and 45 sccm, respectively, under a 

base pressure of 7.5 × 10−6 mTorr. Dry etching was performed for 2 min 

under an RF forward power of 100 W and an ICP power of 2,000 W. The 

estimated etch rate was 2,600 Å/min. Any remaining imprint resin and the 

PMMA layer were removed by piranha solution.
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Figure 7-12 Direct patterning procedure for the SiO2-based thin DOE      

by nano-imprinting method.
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Before the direct patterning, we confirmed whether the nano-imprinting 

technique was suitable for fabricating the DOEs. A SiO2 layer followed by 

a GaN layer was deposited, and the imprint resin was then spin-coated onto 

the substrate. After imprinting and etching, we confirmed that the DOE 

patterns had been transferred. Figure 7-13(a) and (b) show top and 

cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the DOEs, 

respectively. The fine shape was confirmed, and profiles of each layer can 

be seen in the cross-sectional image. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the thickness 

of the SiO2 layer and imprint resin were approximately 550 and 320 nm, 

respectively.

Figure 7-13 SEM images of the pre-patterned DOEs: (a) Top view 

and (b) cross-sectional view of each layer.

Figure 7-14 shows a photograph and SEM images of the top surface of the 

LED chips integrated with SiO2-based thin DOEs.
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Figure 7-14 (a) Photograph of an LED chips with DOEs (top view). 

SEM images of (b) the center and (c) between the p- and 

n-contacts of the LED chips.
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We chose 20 samples of each of the bare LEDs, SiO2-based DOE-patterned 

LEDs, and SiO2-deposited LEDs fabricated on 6-in substrates and compared 

the measured luminous power. As shown in Figure 7-15, the resultant 

luminous power of the lateral-type LED chips with and without the 

SiO2-based thin DOEs was 11,652 and 11,843 mW, respectively.

Figure 7-15 Luminous powers of each sample at 150mA.

In the case of the SiO2-deposited LEDs, the luminous power was 11,362 

mW. The lower power is thought to be because double layers consisting of 

indium-tin-oxide (ITO) and SiO2 interrupt and block the light path passing 

through the p-GaN layer. However, when the DOE was patterned onto the 
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SiO2 layer, there was an increase in the luminous power. The average 

luminous power increase of about 200 mW corresponds to a 1.6% increase, 

although we could not observe a visibly dramatic change in the luminous 

power. Further investigations of photon generation principles, light path in 

the LED active region, and the correlation of the DOEs with active region 

may lead to a larger enhancement of the luminous power.

In conclusion, We have fabricated SiO2-based thin DOEs directly on the flat 

surface of a conventional lateral-type LED by using nano-imprinting and 

simple CMOS processes. The method proposed in this study is completely 

compatible with those used for other mass production processes in the 

semiconductor industry. No new facilities, materials, and even special 

methods are required for our proposed method. The nanometer-scale DOEs 

can be fabricated easily using a nano-imprinter and ICP etcher. We have 

demonstrated these lateral-type LEDs with SiO2-based thin DOEs acting as 

focal Fresnel lens and examined their performance. This method offers a 

potentially low-cost, large-scale manufacturing process for nanometer 

SiO2-based thin DOEs that can be applied directly to previous conventional 

LED chip fabrication processes and provides a new approach to improving 

the light extraction efficiency of lateral-type LEDs without complex 

processes such as patterned sapphire substrates or n-GaN roughening.
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LED color test conditions Red Green Blue White

Lighting at the end of a water tank 4 3 1 2

Lighting at the center of a water tank 1 3 4 2

Shading area at the center of a water tank 2 3 4 1

Speed of response to optic stimulation 2 4 3 1

Table 8-1 Preference order of wavelengths of squids over various test      
         conditions 

Chapter 8. Conclusions

The development of technologies for a LED fishing lamp aims to reduce a 
fuel expense amount of the squid jigging by substituting a metal halide 
fishing lamp, commonly used as a fishing lamp, with a LED fishing lamp. 
In order to achieve this goal, a number of studies on behavioral response 
and retinal movements of squids to LED light to find suitable wavelengths 
for a LED fishing lamp and light distribution of a LED fishing lamp were 
executed in consideration of a penetration ratio in the seawater and actual 
fishing conditions as well as results of pilot studies, and these studies 
resulted in success.

1) Determination of Wavelengths of LED Lamps Suitable for Squid 
Jigging

The analysis of behavioral response and retinal movements of squids over 
light intensity levels and wavelengths of LED shows a proper wavelength 
for LED fishing lamps. Table 8-1 shows the preference order of wavelength 
of squids over various test conditions.
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2) Determination of Light Distribution of a LED Fishing Lamp in 
Consideration of Penetration Ratios in the Seawater and Actual 
Fishing Conditions

One of the reasons of commercialization failure of a LED fishing lamp is 
that the most of studies on a LED fishing lamp have emphasized on only 
penetration ratios and consequently, deep penetration of lighting with using 
blue LED. Therefore, LED fishing lamps developed by these studies have 
relatively small lighting areas comparing to the existing metal halide lamps.

In this study, LED fishing lamps for both long distance and short distance 
were employed concurrently considering that a large lighting area is require 
for luring of squids which are floated onto the surface of the sea at night. 
At an early stage of fishing, LED fishing lamps for short distance are used 
for creating light distribution which can be penetrated in deep and at later 
stage, LED fishing lamps for long distance are used for lighting a larger 
area.

3) Evaluation of Feasibility of LED Fishing Lamps via Pilot Test

After 3 rounds of the manufacturing of a trial LED fishing lamp and 
dozens of pilot tests, we could assure the feasibility of a LED fishing lamp 
which would save up to 50% of a fuel expense. The Figure 8-1 shows the 
comparison of fishing performances of a metal halide fishing ship and a 
LED fishing ship, and it reveals that a catch about of one automatic jigging 
machine installed at the LED fishing ship is about the same or little higher 
than of the machine installed at the metal halide fishing ship, as shown in 
Figure 8-2.
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Figure 8-1 Comparison of the catch in number of single automatic jigging 
machine at a LED fishing ship and a metal halide fishing ship.

Figure 8-2 Comparison of fuel consumption percentages.
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In addition, we tried to improve the efficiency of conventional LED chip 

using a diffractive optical element through a discrete type and a direct 

patterning on the surface of LED chip. The method proposed in Chapter 7 

is completely compatible with those used for other mass production 

processes in the semiconductor industry. And, we can easily improve the 

efficiency of LED chip. Furthermore, with the improvement of efficiency, 

we can control the beam shapes and beam directions of LED chip using 

beam shaping diffractive optical elements, leading to the desirable light 

control. 
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Appendix A. Procedures of a biological cell staining for    
            microscope observation

Cell staining is a technique that can be used to better visualize cells and 

cell components under a microscope. By using various staining method and 

staining solution fit to the kinds of cells, one can preferentially stain a 

certain cell or cell components such as nucleus, cell wall, or the entire cell. 

The reason that cells should be stained is to enhance visualization of the 

certain cell or cellular components under a microscope.

In general, the procedures of most staining method are sequentially 

permeabilization, fixation, mounting and staining. Permeabilization step is a 

treatment of cells with a mild surfactant, which can dissolve cell membranes 

in order to allow larger dye molecules to enter through the cell wall. 

Fixation step is to preserve cells or tissues morphology during the 

preparation procedures, which may include several steps. Common solution 

for fixation are formaldehyde, ethanol, methanol, and/or picric acid. Next, 

mounting step involves attaching cells or tissues to a glass slide for 

observation and analysis. After mounting cells or tissues on a glass slide, 

staining is carried out in a due solution and then rinsing and observing the 

samples under microscope.

In this study, we performed to make a sample of common squid’s eye in 

order to observe how the eyes is adjusted to the light stimulation.

The overall procedure of preparing samples is described in Figure A1. At 
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first, we collected common squids stimulated by LED lights, as shown in 

Figure A2. 

First, we collected the light-stimulated common squids and dissected it to 

obtain the eye cells of common squids (Figure A3 and A4). 

Figure A1 Overall procedure for preparing a sample of cell.
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Figure A2 Collection of common squids stimulated by (a) blue,          

(b) red LED light and (c) in dark state.

Figure A3 Photographs of (a) collecting and (b) gathering      

light-stimulated common squids.
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Figure A4 Photographs of dissecting a common squid and          

obtaining its retinular tissue.

In the fixation step, we performed the fixation of retinular tissues during 24 

hours using a chemical solution mixing with 75% of picric acid, 25% of 

formalin and 5% of acetic acid (Figure A5), and then, washed the fixed 

retinular tissues for 36 hours (Figure A6).
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Figure A5 (a) Fixation solutions and (b) photograph of fixing           

the retinular tissues of common squid.

Figure A6 Photographs of washing a fixation solution　(a, b).
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After washing, the retinular tissues fixed with chemical solution was 

embedded into the block as shown in Figure A7 using paraffin. 

Figure A7 (a) Embedding the reticular tissues using paraffin and 

(b) freezing the embedded retinualr tissues for sectioning it.

In order to inspect the retinular tissues by microscope, we need to cut the 

retinular tissue into thin slices. Figure A8 shows the photograph of cutting 

the retinular tissues embeded in the block. Finally, we performed to stain 

the retinular tissues by two staining solutions as shown in Figure A9; we 

first used hematozylin, Erosin staining solution, and then carried out second 

staining bu using Alcian Blue-Periodic acid Schiff’s solution.
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Figure A8 Photographs of (a) cutting the retinular tissues and 

(b) the resultant samples.

Figure A9 Photographs of (a) staining solutions and 

(b) staining the retinular sells.
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국문 초록

어류의 경우 바다에서 살아가기 때문에 사람에 비해 빛에 민감한 반응

을 하게 된다. 이런 반응으로 인해 플랑크톤이나 다양한 작은 어류들이 

빛에 의해 모이게 되는데 이런 먹이를 좋아하는 어종들은 이 불빛 아래

로 모여들게 되고 어선은 이를 포획하게 된다. 특히, 오징어, 다랑어, 고

등어, 정어리 그리고 갈치와 같은 대부분의 생선은 주광성이며 집어등은 

이러한 어류들의 광반응 특성을 이용하여 어업효율을 증대시킨다. 과거

에는 횃불을 이용해 어군을 모으던 집어등은 과학기술이 발달함에 따라 

백열등을 집어등으로 이용하기 시작했고 이후에는 백열등보다 수명이 긴 

할로겐 등이 등장했다. 1980년부터는 가시광 방사효율이 높은 메탈핼라

이드램프(MHL)를 사용하게 되었다. 이런 MHL 집어등을 이용하는 과정

에서 어선의 특성상 석유를 이용하여 전기를 자가 발전하는데 MHL의 

경우에는 개수가 늘어날 경우, 높은 전력을 요구하게 되고 결국에는 발

전에 필요한 석유의 양은 기하급수적으로 늘어나게 된다.

우리나라를 비롯한 세계 각국에서는 연근해어업에서 발생되는 온실가

스를 저감하고 조업기간 유류소모량의 많은 부분을 차지하고 있는 MHL

을 대체할 새로운 집어시스템을 개발하고 있다. 이러한 집어시스템에 적

합한 광원으로 내구성이 길고 필요파장만을 효과적으로 구현할 수 있는 

LED가 관심의 대상이 되고 있으며 일본과 우리나라를 중심으로 LED집

어등의 방사 및 수중투과 특성을 규명하고 이에 대한 다양한 방식의 집

어등 개발과 어획효과 등에 대한 연구가 진행되고 있다. LED(Light

Emitting Diode) 램프는 저 전력으로 집어 효율을 크게 높일 수 있다는 

장점을 가지고 있다. 그 이유는 LED의 경우 빛이 한쪽방향으로만 방사
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되므로 해수면 방향으로 집속이 가능하고, 자외선, 적외선이 방출되지 않

으며, 원하는 파장대의 빛을 선택적으로 얻을 수 있기 때문에 대상 어종

인 오징어의 시감도를 극대화시킬 수 있는 파장대를 선택하고, 수중 투

과율 높은 파장대의 빛을 사용 가능하여 효율을 높일 수 있다. 메탈핼라

이드 집어등에 대비하여 LED 집어등의 경우 광 에너지 변환 효율 0.5배,

유효방사효율 5배, 청색광 성분 5배를 고려하면 이론적으로는 효율은 10

배 이상으로 계산된다.

본 연구에서는 LED 빛에 대한 오징어의 행동반응 및 망막 운동 실험

을 통해 집어등 램프에 적합한 최적의 파장을 연구, 해상에서의 투과율 

및 현장조업 실험을 고려한 LED 집어등의 배광 연구 등을 위주로 에너

지 절약형 LED 집어등에 대한 연구를 수행하였다. 지금까지의 LED 집

어등 연구가 상업화되지 못했던 이유는 투과율 특성만을 강조하여 청색

의 LED를 사용하여 깊이 투과시키는 데 목적을 두었기 때문에 기존의 

메탈핼라이드 램프를 사용할 때에 비하여 상당히 좁은 영역에만 빛을 조

명하는 문제점을 가지고 있었다. 그러나 야간에 자연적으로 부상하는 오

징어를 유도하기 위해서는 넓은 영역을 조명해야 하는 필요가 있으므로,

본 연구에서는 원거리용과 근거리용 집어램프를 병용하여 사용함으로써,

작업 초기에는 근거리용 집어 램프를 이용하여 수심 깊게 침투가 가능한 

광의 파장 및 분포를 만들고, 시간이 지남에 따라서 넓은 영역의 조명이 

가능하도록 원거리용 집어 램프를 사용하여 넓은 영역에 빛을 조명시키

는 파장 및 배광을 만드는 집어등을 개발하였다.

LED 집어등은 초기 설치비용은 기존의 메탈핼라이드등에 비해 높지만 

유지비가 거의 들지 않으므로 어획 효과만 입증되면 빠른 확산이 가능할 

것으로 예상된다. 특히, LED의 수명은 기존의 메탈핼라이드등에 비해 약 
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10배 이상이며, 집어등 앞면으로의 열전달이 낮아 열충격에 의한 파손이 

거의 없을 것으로 기대된다. 또한, 오징어 채낚기 어업뿐만 아니라, 갈치 

채낚기 어업, 꽁치 봉수망 어업, 멸치 초망어업 등 타 집어등 관련 어업

에도 기술 응용이 가능하여 집어 효율 향상을 통한 생산성 확대 효과가 

기대된다. 수중 집어등, 선박용 조명등에도 유사한 기술을 활용할 수가 

있으며, 향후 고출력 LED 응용분야로의 확장이 가능하다는 점에서 매우 

전망이 밝다.

주요어: LED(Light Emitting Diode), 집어등, 오징어, 행동반응, 망막  

운동, 배광 
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